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From soniap at cooklib.org Mon Dec 1 15:43:29 2008
From: soniap at cooklib.org (Sonia Schoenfield)
Date: Mon Dec 1 15:43:33 2008
Subject: [Genealib] How do you make a library's digital images available
tothe public
In-Reply-To: <1C14F1DB606D804584D799170DF3D3B88E7B56@zeus.hall.local>
References: <1C14F1DB606D804584D799170DF3D3B88E7B56@zeus.hall.local>
Message-ID: <F473D3F3CB7E9240BDA34E607DA43DA90202FFB5@CMLSRV02.cooklib.local>
Ronda,

Our library belongs to DigitalPast (www.digitalpast.org
<http://www.digitalpast.org/> ), a local digitization project through
the North Suburban Library System in Illinois. This has been a wonderful
partnership for us. We scan and catalog our images using CONTENTdm which
other libraries on the list have also mentioned. Through DigitalPast,
CONTENTdm and OCLC we have been able to make our images available in
many ways. On our local history webpage we have a search box and a link
to browse our images through DigitalPast. Our images are also searchable
and available through WorldCat and on our local online catalog.

We have used DreamWeaver software to feature images in online exhibits,
which may be closer to answering your original question. After an online
course and a quick tutorial from our library's software guru, I have
been able to put together several websites on specific local topics
using our images in DigitalPast. Feel free to check them out on the "Our
Local History Online" section of our webpage
(http://www.cooklib.org/Research/local_history.htm). I use a pretty
simple format with tables, and I usually have links to the images
instead of putting the images directly on the webpage. Let me know if
you have any specific questions. I hope this helps!

We are also very excited about using Google Maps to display our images
and hope to have that project up soon.

Sonia Schoenfield
Adult Services Librarian
Cook Memorial Public Library
413 N. Milwaukee Ave.
Libertyville, IL

60048

847-362-2330
www.cooklib.org <http://www.cooklib.org/>

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ronda
Sanders
Sent: Tuesday, November 25, 2008 1:55 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] How do you make a library's digital images available
tothe public

Has any of your organizations used the Dreamweaver software to make your
digital collection available to the public? Right now we have just over
1,000 images and the head of our IT Department wants to use Dreamweaver
software. I am hoping to learn from those of you who have experience
with this type of project before I invest my time and effort into
entering the data and attaching the images. Is there a comparably price
software that you would prefer?

Thanks for any and all suggestions!

Ronda Sanders
Librarian II
Hall County Library System
127 Main Street, NW
Gainesville, GA 30501
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081201/6985f8e6/
attachment.html
From Scase63 at aol.com Tue Dec 2 15:36:33 2008
From: Scase63 at aol.com (Scase63@aol.com)
Date: Tue Dec 2 15:36:47 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Greenstone software
Message-ID: <c93.3948c2ec.3666f651@aol.com>
Hi Cori,
Great reply! Susan sings your praises for all you've done with the
digitization. And to think, when I interviewed you, you said you weren't that
computer savvy. Somehow, I just had a feeling... Susan showed me last night what
you've added on to the S.C. Digital Library.
Great job! And kudos to
finding that Spanish-American War Roster in the archives. I don't think anyone
going back for years and years even knew it was there. Keep up the good work.
Suzanne
**************Life should be easier. So should your homepage. Try the NEW

AOL.com.
(http://www.aol.com/?optin=new-dp&icid=aolcom40vanity&ncid=emlcntaolcom00000002)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081202/2b32160b/
attachment.html
From Scase63 at aol.com Tue Dec 2 15:47:01 2008
From: Scase63 at aol.com (Scase63@aol.com)
Date: Tue Dec 2 15:47:17 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Greenstone software
Message-ID: <cfb.48404646.3666f8c5@aol.com>
Sorry, didn't mean for that to go out to the whole list. Mea culpa!
Suzanne
**************Life should be easier. So should your homepage. Try the NEW
AOL.com.
(http://www.aol.com/?optin=new-dp&icid=aolcom40vanity&ncid=emlcntaolcom00000002)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081202/
e537a011/attachment.html
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Wed Dec 3 14:07:38 2008
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Wed Dec 3 14:07:46 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Suzanne's E-mail to Cori
References: <20081203170019.1AEBF2C81AE@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <0BF347C39D684BBA8839ECD6C318148F@DELL>
I don't know Cori, Suzanne, or Susan, but I enjoyed reading Suzanne's compliments
to Cori!
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 2008 15:36:33 EST
From: Scase63@aol.com
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Re: Greenstone software
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <c93.3948c2ec.3666f651@aol.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Hi Cori,
Great reply! Susan sings your praises for all you've done with the
digitization. And to think, when I interviewed you, you said you weren't that
computer savvy. Somehow, I just had a feeling... Susan showed me last night what
you've added on to the S.C. Digital Library.
Great job! And kudos to
finding that Spanish-American War Roster in the archives. I don't think anyone
going back for years and years even knew it was there. Keep up the good work.
Suzanne
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 2008 15:47:01 EST
From: Scase63@aol.com

Subject: Re: [Genealib] Re: Greenstone software
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <cfb.48404646.3666f8c5@aol.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Sorry, didn't mean for that to go out to the whole list. Mea culpa!
Suzanne
From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Wed Dec 3 15:23:20 2008
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)
Date: Wed Dec 3 15:22:15 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Irish genealogy programming
Message-ID: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A6D78A9@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
hi all,
hope i can pick your brains...
i am trying to schedule an Irish genealogy program for March...and am wondering, in
your experience, which of the following six presentatins might appeal the most to a
general genealogical audience:
<<Finding Your Ancestors in Ireland
Brief Summary: This is a good overview of procedures to follow in
performing Irish research. Lots of examples illustrate the wide variety
of records that can be utilized in the research process.
Irish Emigrants to North America: Before, During and After the Famine
Brief Summary: Learn about the routes taken and the reasons for the
emigration from Ireland to the U.S. and Canada before, during and after
the famine. Learn how this mass movement of people can affect your
research, plus what tools and records are available to trace your Irish
ancestor.
Finding Your Irish Ancestors in the British Military
Brief Summary: Learn about the organization of the British military and
procedures for tracing officers and enlisted men. See Irish examples of
the wealth of genealogical information the records contain and how to
access them.
Irish Taxpayers: 1820-1864
Brief Summary: Learn how to search the Householders Index to access your
Irish taxpayers in the Tithe Applotment Books and Griffiths Primary
Valuation. See and understand the wealth of information that can be
found and utilized in these important resources.
Tracing Your Ulster-Irish Ancestors
Brief Summary: Learn about the origins of the Ulster-Irish and their
settlement in Ireland. Learn when and why they migrated to North America
and what records they generated in the process that can assist you in
your research.
Tracing the Irish in U.S. Records
Brief Summary: An overview of U.S. records and research procedures with
a special emphasis on unique sources for finding Irish ancestors.
thank you for your guidance!

Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian / Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
dbutta@glenviewpl.org
(847) 729-7500 x152
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081203/03e1d3c9/
attachment.html
From JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us Wed Dec 3 15:24:48 2008
From: JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Wed Dec 3 15:38:47 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Irish genealogy programming
References: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A6D78A9@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
Message-ID: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B43C9B83@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
Deena,
Finding Your Ancestors in Ireland sounds like a good overview and would be
beneficial to a wide range of people. However, if you can do all of those why not
do a series? Start with the basic program and add the other in depth programs in
weeks following - one a week for x number of weeks.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us <mailto:jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us>
Midwest Genealogy Center
Mid-Continent Public Library
3440 S. Lee's Summit Rd.
Independence MO 64055
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us <http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/>
Phone: (816) 252-7228
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions express are personal
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Deena Butta
Sent: Wed 12/3/2008 2:23 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Irish genealogy programming
hi all,
hope i can pick your brains...
i am trying to schedule an Irish genealogy program for March...and am wondering, in
your experience, which of the following six presentatins might appeal the most to a
general genealogical audience:
<<Finding Your Ancestors in Ireland
Brief Summary: This is a good overview of procedures to follow in
performing Irish research. Lots of examples illustrate the wide variety
of records that can be utilized in the research process.

Irish Emigrants to North America: Before, During and After the Famine
Brief Summary: Learn about the routes taken and the reasons for the
emigration from Ireland to the U.S. and Canada before, during and after
the famine. Learn how this mass movement of people can affect your
research, plus what tools and records are available to trace your Irish
ancestor.
Finding Your Irish Ancestors in the British Military
Brief Summary: Learn about the organization of the British military and
procedures for tracing officers and enlisted men. See Irish examples of
the wealth of genealogical information the records contain and how to
access them.
Irish Taxpayers: 1820-1864
Brief Summary: Learn how to search the Householders Index to access your
Irish taxpayers in the Tithe Applotment Books and Griffiths Primary
Valuation. See and understand the wealth of information that can be
found and utilized in these important resources.
Tracing Your Ulster-Irish Ancestors
Brief Summary: Learn about the origins of the Ulster-Irish and their
settlement in Ireland. Learn when and why they migrated to North America
and what records they generated in the process that can assist you in
your research.
Tracing the Irish in U.S. Records
Brief Summary: An overview of U.S. records and research procedures with
a special emphasis on unique sources for finding Irish ancestors.
thank you for your guidance!

Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian / Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
dbutta@glenviewpl.org
(847) 729-7500 x152
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 6695 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081203/3b0119cd/
attachment.bin
From jshappee at lib.az.us Wed Dec 3 16:28:52 2008
From: jshappee at lib.az.us (Judy Shappee)
Date: Wed Dec 3 16:29:39 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Irish genealogy programming
In-Reply-To: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A6D78A9@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
References: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A6D78A9@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
Message-ID: <71E4F1F0D032004EA6D32BA3DCAEA18501F721CA@aslaprexchange.lib.az.us>
If "Finding Your Ancestors in Ireland" means mainly the country of

Ireland, I would not start with that one. Many people may know only that
they are Irish and not know the ancestral town of origin. "Tracing the
Irish in U.S. Records" sounds better to me because those records can
lead to the town of origin, and we should work from the present to the
past.

Judy Shappee
Arizona State Library

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Deena Butta
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2008 1:23 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Irish genealogy programming

hi all,

hope i can pick your brains...

i am trying to schedule an Irish genealogy program for March...and am
wondering, in your experience, which of the following six presentatins
might appeal the most to a general genealogical audience:

<<Finding Your Ancestors in Ireland
Brief Summary: This is a good overview of procedures to follow in
performing Irish research. Lots of examples illustrate the wide variety
of records that can be utilized in the research process.
Tracing the Irish in U.S. Records
Brief Summary: An overview of U.S. records and research procedures with
a special emphasis on unique sources for finding Irish ancestors.
thank you for your guidance!
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian / Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL

60025

dbutta@glenviewpl.org
(847) 729-7500 x152
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081203/0e6b2829/
attachment.html
From koleary at oaklawnlibrary.org Wed Dec 3 16:33:19 2008
From: koleary at oaklawnlibrary.org (Kathy O'Leary)
Date: Wed Dec 3 16:33:23 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Irish genealogy programming
In-Reply-To: <71E4F1F0D032004EA6D32BA3DCAEA18501F721CA@aslaprexchange.lib.az.us>
References: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A6D78A9@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
<71E4F1F0D032004EA6D32BA3DCAEA18501F721CA@aslaprexchange.lib.az.us>
Message-ID: <506844FC15BE9D449AD7835EC4F6CE614FE5E857E0@SDC3.staff.olpl.local>
I would recommend a talk on finding your ancestors in Ireland. Many people have
the idea that all the records burned in Dublin in the 1920s. A talk about
available records would dispel this idea. I have given many talks in March about
Irish genealogy and they have been well-received.
Kathy O'Leary
Oak Lawn Public Library, Illinois
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Judy Shappee
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2008 3:29 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Irish genealogy programming
If "Finding Your Ancestors in Ireland" means mainly the country of Ireland, I would
not start with that one. Many people may know only that they are Irish and not know
the ancestral town of origin. "Tracing the Irish in U.S. Records" sounds better to
me because those records can lead to the town of origin, and we should work from
the present to the past.
Judy Shappee
Arizona State Library
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Deena Butta
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2008 1:23 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Irish genealogy programming
hi all,
hope i can pick your brains...
i am trying to schedule an Irish genealogy program for March...and am wondering, in
your experience, which of the following six presentatins might appeal the most to a
general genealogical audience:
<<Finding Your Ancestors in Ireland
Brief Summary: This is a good overview of procedures to follow in
performing Irish research. Lots of examples illustrate the wide variety

of records that can be utilized in the research process.
Tracing the Irish in U.S. Records
Brief Summary: An overview of U.S. records and research procedures with
a special emphasis on unique sources for finding Irish ancestors.
thank you for your guidance!
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian / Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
dbutta@glenviewpl.org<mailto:dbutta@glenviewpl.org>
(847) 729-7500 x152
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081203/0dbcb212/
attachment.html
From centans at tampabay.rr.com Wed Dec 3 21:34:01 2008
From: centans at tampabay.rr.com (Sharon Centanne)
Date: Wed Dec 3 21:33:38 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Irish genealogy programming
In-Reply-To: <71E4F1F0D032004EA6D32BA3DCAEA18501F721CA@aslaprexchange.lib.az.us>
References: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A6D78A9@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
<71E4F1F0D032004EA6D32BA3DCAEA18501F721CA@aslaprexchange.lib.az.us>
Message-ID: <49374199.30605@tampabay.rr.com>
When I taught my Irish genealogy class, "Discover Your Irish Roots", it
was in three parts: 1. Finding your Irish Immigrant Ancestors in America
2. Finding the Ancestors of Your Irish Immigrants in Ireland 3. Irish
History as it relates to Genealogy.
I taught this class 17 times over a ten year period.(1982-1991). It
grew from an hour and a half presentation to a full six-hour class
presented three weeks in a row in two hour segments. Today I would have
to add a fourth section on Finding Your Irish Ancestors Using Online
Resources.
If you were located in or near Florida, I could come present this
for you; however, I charge a dollar a mile from my home so I would have
to charge you $2500 to come Arizona, but only $35 to come to Tampa.
Someday I will have to put this presentation online, or on a cd and sell
it. So far, I have only put my online tutorial on the web. I used my
Irish class script to develop my tutorial. Originally, I had
self-published a book with the contents of my course. I need to put out
a new edition, however, as it was published in 1991 when I got my first
computer. At that time, my bibliography was 68 books!
I teach my class promoting both offline and online resources. I use
dozens of Irish books and magazines as props, as well as hanging my
extensive collection of St. Patrick's Day decorations in the
presentation classroom. Then I dress up like a leprechan and the fun
begins. The information is serious however, but I like the room
decorated to put folks in an Irish mood<g>.
Maybe what I should do is make a DVD?

Let me know if you need any ideas.
Sharon Troy Centanne
Irish Genealogical Research Instructor since 1982
http://home.tampabay.rr.com/centans/sharon4.html
Judy Shappee wrote:
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If "Finding Your Ancestors in Ireland " means mainly the country of
Ireland , I would not start with that one. Many people may know only
that they are Irish and not know the ancestral town of origin.
"Tracing the Irish in U.S. Records" sounds better to me because those
records can lead to the town of origin, and we should work from the
present to the past.

Judy Shappee
Arizona State Library

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu ] On Behalf Of Deena Butta
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2008 1:23 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Irish genealogy programming

hi all,

hope i can pick your brains...

i am trying to schedule an Irish genealogy program for March...and am
wondering, in your experience, which of the following six presentatins
might appeal the most to a general genealogical audience:

<<Finding Your Ancestors in Ireland
Brief Summary: This is a good overview of procedures to follow in
performing Irish research. Lots of examples illustrate the wide variety
of records that can be utilized in the research process.
Tracing the Irish in U.S. Records
Brief Summary: An overview of U.S. records and research procedures with
a special emphasis on unique sources for finding Irish ancestors.
thank you for your guidance!
Deena Hartray Butta

>
> Reference Librarian / Genealogy Specialist
>
> Glenview Public Library
>
> 1930 Glenview Rd.
>
> Glenview IL
60025
>
> dbutta@glenviewpl.org <mailto:dbutta@glenviewpl.org>
>
> (847) 729-7500 x152
>
>----------------------------------------------------------------------->
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081203/6e353698/
attachment.html
From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Thu Dec 4 10:41:48 2008
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)
Date: Thu Dec 4 10:41:04 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Irish genealogy programming
References:
<ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A6D78A9@gplmail.GPL.LIB><71E4F1F0D032004EA6D32BA3DC
AEA18501F721CA@aslaprexchange.lib.az.us>
<49374199.30605@tampabay.rr.com>
Message-ID: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A6D78AF@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
you seem to be a fabulous resource person for Irish genealogy! I will keep you in
mind for future programs. for now, i have an agreement with paul Milner, who has
done other programs in our library and has been enthusiastically received by our
patrons.
based on how your curriculum has evolved, it would appear that finding Irish
ancestors in the US would be the place to start and then proceed to Ireland.
thank you for sharing your thoughts and your experiences!
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian / Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
dbutta@glenviewpl.org
(847) 729-7500 x152
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Sharon Centanne
Sent: Wed 12/3/2008 8:34 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists

Subject: Re: [Genealib] Irish genealogy programming
When I taught my Irish genealogy class, "Discover Your Irish Roots", it was in
three parts: 1. Finding your Irish Immigrant Ancestors in America 2. Finding the
Ancestors of Your Irish Immigrants in Ireland 3. Irish History as it relates to
Genealogy.
I taught this class 17 times over
hour and a half presentation to a
row in two hour segments. Today I
Your Irish Ancestors Using Online

a ten year period.(1982-1991). It grew from an
full six-hour class presented three weeks in a
would have to add a fourth section on Finding
Resources.

If you were located in or near Florida, I could come present this
for you; however, I charge a dollar a mile from my home so I would have to charge
you $2500 to come Arizona, but only $35 to come to Tampa.
Someday I will have to put this presentation online, or on a cd and sell it. So
far, I have only put my online tutorial on the web. I used my Irish class script to
develop my tutorial. Originally, I had self-published a book with the contents of
my course. I need to put out a new edition, however, as it was published in 1991
when I got my first computer. At that time, my bibliography was 68 books!
I teach my class promoting both offline and online resources. I use dozens of
Irish books and magazines as props, as well as hanging my extensive collection of
St. Patrick's Day decorations in the presentation classroom. Then I dress up like a
leprechan and the fun begins. The information is serious however, but I like the
room decorated to put folks in an Irish mood<g>.
Maybe what I should do is make a DVD?
Let me know if you need any ideas.
Sharon Troy Centanne
Irish Genealogical Research Instructor since 1982
http://home.tampabay.rr.com/centans/sharon4.html
Judy Shappee wrote:
If "Finding Your Ancestors in Ireland " means mainly
I would not start with that one. Many people may know only
not know the ancestral town of origin. "Tracing the Irish
better to me because those records can lead to the town of
work from the present to the past.

the country of Ireland ,
that they are Irish and
in U.S. Records" sounds
origin, and we should

Judy Shappee
Arizona State Library

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto: genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu ] On Behalf Of Deena Butta
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2008 1:23 PM

To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Irish genealogy programming

hi all,

hope i can pick your brains...

i am trying to schedule an Irish genealogy program for March...and am
wondering, in your experience, which of the following six presentatins might appeal
the most to a general genealogical audience:

<<Finding Your Ancestors in Ireland
Brief Summary: This is a good overview of procedures to follow in
performing Irish research. Lots of examples illustrate the wide variety
of records that can be utilized in the research process.
Tracing the Irish in U.S. Records
Brief Summary: An overview of U.S. records and research procedures with
a special emphasis on unique sources for finding Irish ancestors.
thank you for your guidance!
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian / Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL

60025

dbutta@glenviewpl.org
(847) 729-7500 x152
________________________________
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 8907 bytes

Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081204/5c15467e/
attachment.bin
From krekelbergm at indianprairielibrary.org Thu Dec 4 15:28:55 2008
From: krekelbergm at indianprairielibrary.org
(krekelbergm@indianprairielibrary.org)
Date: Thu Dec 4 15:29:00 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Past Perfect Multi Media/Newspaper Copyright
Message-ID: <5685906.6331228422535245.JavaMail.root@vcsmail.com>
Hi,
I checked the archives and found a little information on using Past Perfect
software. Has anyone used the Multi-Media & Digital Imaging component to upload
local history resources online?
Also, has anyone obtained copyright permission for a newspaper that has changed
names and owners many times? Would the existing owner of the current version of the
newspaper own the copyright for the now defunct papers that were subsumed by
another publication? I am contacting the local papers as well as the corporate
offices--just wondered if anyone else has encountered this issue.
Thanks,

Mary L. Krekelberg
Reference Librarian
Indian Prairie Public Library
401 Plainfield Road
Darien, IL

60561

krekelbergm@indianprairielibrary.org">krekelbergm@indianprairielibrary.org

-Mary L. Krekelberg
Reference Librarian
Indian Prairie Public Library

401 Plainfield Road
Darien, IL

60561

630-887-8760
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From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Thu Dec 4 15:29:46 2008
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Thu Dec 4 15:38:04 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Suzanne's E-mail to Cori
In-Reply-To: <0BF347C39D684BBA8839ECD6C318148F@DELL>
References: <20081203170019.1AEBF2C81AE@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<0BF347C39D684BBA8839ECD6C318148F@DELL>
Message-ID: <000001c9564f$0ed27b10$2c777130$@lib.mi.us>
We should all be so lucky to have a compliment broadcast!
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joy Rich
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2008 2:08 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Suzanne's E-mail to Cori
I don't know Cori, Suzanne, or Susan, but I enjoyed reading Suzanne's
compliments to Cori!
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 2008 15:36:33 EST
From: Scase63@aol.com
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Re: Greenstone software
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <c93.3948c2ec.3666f651@aol.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Hi Cori,
Great reply! Susan sings your praises for all you've done with the
digitization. And to think, when I interviewed you, you said you weren't
that
computer savvy. Somehow, I just had a feeling... Susan showed me last
night what
you've added on to the S.C. Digital Library.
Great job! And kudos to
finding that Spanish-American War Roster in the archives. I don't think
anyone
going back for years and years even knew it was there. Keep up the good
work.
Suzanne
------------------------------

Message: 2
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 2008 15:47:01 EST
From: Scase63@aol.com
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Re: Greenstone software
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <cfb.48404646.3666f8c5@aol.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Sorry, didn't mean for that to go out to the whole list.
Suzanne
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Mea

culpa!

From robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com Thu Dec 4 15:58:24 2008
From: robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Thu Dec 4 15:58:33 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Past Perfect Multi Media/Newspaper Copyright
In-Reply-To: <5685906.6331228422535245.JavaMail.root@vcsmail.com>
References: <5685906.6331228422535245.JavaMail.root@vcsmail.com>
Message-ID: <32c265400812041258p72d1f579od2cbdfce8257dd8c@mail.gmail.com>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Also, has anyone obtained copyright permission for a newspaper that has
changed names and owners many times? Would the existing owner of the current
version of the newspaper own the copyright for the now defunct papers that
were subsumed by another publication? I am contacting the local papers as
well as the corporate offices--just wondered if anyone else has encountered
this issue.

I spoke with someone at one of our local papers (which had absorbed a
paper from our city) some years back and the answer was yes, they
would require permission to use anything from it. (This was a
post-1922 paper.)
Doesn't mean they would give you a problem about it, but to cover
their rights the probably have to say that.
-Bob Sullivan
Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
Schenectady County (NY) Public Library
From egrundset at dar.org Fri Dec 5 11:19:26 2008
From: egrundset at dar.org (Grundset, Eric)
Date: Fri Dec 5 11:17:36 2008
Subject: [Genealib] I think you'll all find this as sounding familiar.
Message-ID: <F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB4118CDC3@Mail2.darlib.org>
Everyone,

Yesterday, while cleaning out some old files in my office, I discovered
a copy of a magazine called The Library Scene from 1979. It was in a
file created by people who worked here before I came here in 1983. The
magazine was opened to an article by Stephen R. Salmon, then of the

University of California. The article's title is: "User Resistance to
Microforms in the Research Library." It was originally published in
Microform Review, v. 3:3 (July 1974), 194-199. Again, this was actually
from 1974. I thought you would all be interested in reading this, but
since I'm not going to enter the entire article, the first paragraph
will suffice. This speaks to the still often-heard current comment that
digital will soon replace all books and that books are obsolete. The
dates in brackets are my additions.

So, from nearly 35 years ago....

"The End of the Book"
"The millennium has already arrived," announced one observer ten years
ago [1964], as he predicted "the eventual abandonment of the physical
book." "Where will the books go?" asked another writer. "Already we are
in the early stages of the microbook revolution." This was also ten
years ago [1964], and as such predictions go, relatively recent. For
forty years [1934], we've been getting prophecies that books are on the
way out and microforms on the way in, and they're still coming; just
last week I received a brochure informing me that "microfilm represents
the key to fulfilling, today and in the future, the need for storage and
retrieval of vast amounts of original information: and "that just for
today! For tomorrow we can look forward to microfilm readers in most
households, as well as millions of portable, personal-use microfilm
readers. The increasingly popularity of publishing on microfilm which we
see today is certain to accelerate the replacement of conventional media
with microfilm. "The day is not far off," we're told, when microfilm
will make knowledge "inexpensive, easy, and accessible to all," and
we're advised to hurry and get libraries ready for "tomorrow's needs" whatever that means."

The article goes on for several more pages (pages 24-29 in all) and
includes comments about problems with equipment, readers' inability to
use the equipment, and bibliographic control. It is indeed an
interesting thing to look at in light of all of the current talk that
digital will soon replace all books and that books are nearly obsolete.
The language sounds so familiar. History repeats itself.

I will add that we are nearly finished with a digitizing project that
has lasted 7-8 years, cost nearly $10,000,000, and involves our own
unique materials, so I'm not putting down digitalization. This was just
a chance encounter with ideas from the 1970s that don't seem to have
diminished in the first decade of the 21st century.

I hope some of you can track down the entire article to read.

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
egrundset@dar.org
202-879-3313
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From cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us Fri Dec 5 12:18:30 2008
From: cwitcher at acpl.lib.in.us (Curt Witcher)
Date: Fri Dec 5 12:18:50 2008
Subject: [Genealib] I think you'll all find this as sounding
familiar.
In-Reply-To: <F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB4118CDC3@Mail2.darlib.org>
References: <F4F965CF8A15764283B0ABEDE66BDB4118CDC3@Mail2.darlib.org>
Message-ID: <49391C16.A5A4.0069.0@acpl.lib.in.us>
What a great post! I actually remember reading that very article many,
many moons ago reprinted in some minor publication. And I used it a
couple of times over the years to give perspective to administrators who
believed "the end is near!"
:-)
Curt
===-===
Curt B. Witcher, MLS, FUGA, IGSF
Manager, Genealogy Center
NE Director, Indiana Genealogical Society
Allen County Public Library
P. O. Box 2270, 900 Library Plaza
Fort Wayne, IN 46801-2270
CWitcher@ACPL.Lib.in.us
260-421-1226
Fax: 260-421-1386
===========================================
The views, opinions, and judgments expressed
in this message are solely those of the author.
The message contents have not been reviewed
or approved by the Allen County Public Library.
===========================================

>>> egrundset@dar.org 12/5/2008 11:19 AM >>>
Everyone,

Yesterday, while cleaning out some old files in my office, I
discovered
a copy of a magazine called The Library Scene from 1979. It was in a
file created by people who worked here before I came here in 1983. The
magazine was opened to an article by Stephen R. Salmon, then of the
University of California. The article's title is: "User Resistance to
Microforms in the Research Library." It was originally published in
Microform Review, v. 3:3 (July 1974), 194-199. Again, this was
actually
from 1974. I thought you would all be interested in reading this, but
since I'm not going to enter the entire article, the first paragraph
will suffice. This speaks to the still often-heard current comment
that
digital will soon replace all books and that books are obsolete. The
dates in brackets are my additions.

So, from nearly 35 years ago....

"The End of the Book"
"The millennium has already arrived," announced one observer ten years
ago [1964], as he predicted "the eventual abandonment of the physical
book." "Where will the books go?" asked another writer. "Already we
are
in the early stages of the microbook revolution." This was also ten
years ago [1964], and as such predictions go, relatively recent. For
forty years [1934], we've been getting prophecies that books are on
the
way out and microforms on the way in, and they're still coming; just
last week I received a brochure informing me that "microfilm
represents
the key to fulfilling, today and in the future, the need for storage
and
retrieval of vast amounts of original information: and "that just for
today! For tomorrow we can look forward to microfilm readers in most
households, as well as millions of portable, personal-use microfilm
readers. The increasingly popularity of publishing on microfilm which
we
see today is certain to accelerate the replacement of conventional
media
with microfilm. "The day is not far off," we're told, when microfilm
will make knowledge "inexpensive, easy, and accessible to all," and
we're advised to hurry and get libraries ready for "tomorrow's needs"
whatever that means."

The article goes on for several more pages (pages 24-29 in all) and
includes comments about problems with equipment, readers' inability to
use the equipment, and bibliographic control. It is indeed an
interesting thing to look at in light of all of the current talk that
digital will soon replace all books and that books are nearly
obsolete.
The language sounds so familiar. History repeats itself.

I will add that we are nearly finished with a digitizing project that
has lasted 7-8 years, cost nearly $10,000,000, and involves our own
unique materials, so I'm not putting down digitalization. This was
just
a chance encounter with ideas from the 1970s that don't seem to have
diminished in the first decade of the 21st century.

I hope some of you can track down the entire article to read.

Eric

Eric G. Grundset
Library Director
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, DC 20006-5303
egrundset@dar.org
202-879-3313

From daysa at oplin.org Fri Dec 5 12:54:34 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Dec 5 12:58:45 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Census inquiry
Message-ID: <001f01c95702$882cd380$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
Hi
Today a co worker asked me a couple questions regarding the federal census. This
prompted me to dig a bit to make sure I had given the proper answer. According to
NARA the 72 year restriction rule became effective in 1952. From what I gather 1950
was the first year that the census records were microfilmed. Two years later
discussion was held on statutory restrictions expiring after 50 years. "the
Archivist" offered to extend census retriction before Congress and it was
determined that it should be 72 years instead of 50 years.
Why 72 years you may ask? The answer given was "longest extension that would open

the 1880 census immediately (1880 + 72 years=1952)
An announcement was made on the last page that stated:
NARA lacked capability to preserve miages
Solution: Computer Output Microfilm (COM)
New schedule: images temporary, COM permanent
(and the last statement)
IN 2072 NARA WILL DIGITIZE MICROFILM IF
DESIRED (Bold was my contribution)
Gee we all know that there is technology today to digitize microfilm but who has
the $$ to do this?
I guess our children or grandchildren will have to deal with this issue!
I also checked Wikipedia on U S census and found quite a bit of good info.
Think about this fact-the 2010 census will not be available for public inspection
until April 1 2082!
If there are any errors in my interpretation please let me know!!
I think that is where I will stop this train of thought!
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH
I found all this by googling my question and found 14 pages from NARA.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From daysa at oplin.org Fri Dec 5 14:48:39 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Dec 5 14:52:44 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Census again
Message-ID: <000601c95712$781cf000$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
Hi
At the risk of being redundant or boring some of you I am taking this opportunity
to send the link below:
http://usa.ipums.org/usa/voliii/tEnumForm.shtml
This link tells the census questions asked and gives the forms for 1850-2000. Just
an FYI to get ourselves ready way ahead of time for the 1940 census release.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From joyrichny at earthlink.net Sun Dec 7 13:09:13 2008
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Sun Dec 7 13:09:16 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Google Your Family Tree
Message-ID: <DBBE8DDF0A5549DFA7FCD55192DD7FC7@DELL>
The excellent new book "Google

Your Family Tree" is reviewed
at
http://lists.friendsofallencounty.org/pipermail/genealogygems/msg00051.html
(paragraph 3 under "Giving
Gifts That Last" and
http://www.avotaynu.com/nu/V09N27.htm
(item 3).
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
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From joyrichny at earthlink.net Sun Dec 7 13:10:44 2008
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Sun Dec 7 13:10:45 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Google Your Family Tree
Message-ID: <A74769969005412CBAE6EB527A6C984C@DELL>
The excellent new book "Google Your Family Tree" is reviewed at
http://lists.friendsofallencounty.org/pipermail/genealogygems/msg00051.html
(paragraph 3
under "Giving Gifts That Last" and http://www.avotaynu.com/nu/V09N27.htm (item 3).
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Tue Dec 9 02:03:30 2008
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Tue Dec 9 02:03:34 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Google Your Family Tree
Message-ID: <15794C3A0AB94970A7D5774A962C38D3@DELL>
Two more reviews:
http://blog.eogn.com/eastmans_online_genealogy/2008/12/google-your-fam.html and
http://www.geneamusings.com/2008/11/book-review-google-your-family-tree.html .
Joy
----- Original Message ----From: Joy Rich
To: Genealib
Sent: Sunday, December 07, 2008 1:10 PM
Subject: Google Your Family Tree
The excellent new book "Google Your Family Tree" is reviewed at
http://lists.friendsofallencounty.org/pipermail/genealogygems/msg00051.html
(paragraph 3
under "Giving Gifts That Last" and http://www.avotaynu.com/nu/V09N27.htm (item 3).
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Tue Dec 9 12:01:18 2008
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (Anne Burrows)
Date: Tue Dec 9 12:01:20 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Leave 10 December to 12 December 2008

Message-ID: <OFDACB0E44.C2C29187-ONCA25751A.005D80B8-CA25751A.005D80B9@LocalDomain>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org Tue Dec 9 13:58:39 2008
From: rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org (Ronda Sanders)
Date: Tue Dec 9 13:14:53 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Offering Genealogy Magazines
Message-ID: <1C14F1DB606D804584D799170DF3D3B88E7ED7@zeus.hall.local>
Hi Everyone,
I have recently received a donation of back issues of genealogy/local
history magazines. The magazines are in great condition. I am offering
them to institutions that will put them to good use. Below you will
find a list of the issues that are available.
Due to our tight library budget, postage reimbursement will be
necessary. Please contact me directly at rsanders@hallcountylibrary.org
Thanks,
Ronda
Ronda Sanders
Librarian II
Hall County Library System
127 Main Street, NW
Gainesville, GA 30501
rsanders@hallcountylibrary.org
South Carolina
Upper South Carolina Genealogy & History
1094-7329
-

Volume XIV/Number 1

February 2000

-

Volume XIV/Number 2

May 2000

ISSN

The Bulletin (Chester District Genealogical Society)
-

Volume 23/Number 4

December 1999

-

Volume 24/Number 1

March 2000

South Carolina Historical Magazine

ISSN 0038-3082

-

Volume 101/Number 1

January 2000

Old Pendleton District Newsletter
-

Volume 13/Number 2

February 1999

-

Volume 14/Number 2

February 2000

-

Volume 14/Number 3

March 2000

Tennessee
The Searcher: A Quarterly Publication of the Marion County Genealogical
Group
-

Volume 15/Number 1

Spring 2003

Tennessee Ancestors
-

ISSN 0882-0635

Volume 16/Number 1

April 2000

Miscellaneous
Southern Roots & Shoots

ISSN 0895-2876

-

Volume XV/Number 2

1999

-

Volume XV/Number 3

1999

-

Volume XVI/Number 1

2000

Federation of Genealogical Societies FORUM
-

Volume 11/Number 4

NGS Newsmagazine (National Genealogical Society)

Winter 1999

ISSN 0887-1353

-

Volume 25/Number 6

November/December 1999

-

Volume 26/Number 1

January/February 2000

-

Volume 26/Number 3

May/June 2000
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Tue Dec 9 18:57:30 2008
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Tue Dec 9 18:57:32 2008
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (December 2008)
Message-ID: <ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C270282127A@sudley1.pwc.ad>

WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
December 2008

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
(RELIC), Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional
Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email:
relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2@pwcgov.org> .

To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/new_acquisitions.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/new_acquisitions.htm>
CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT DONATES
MICROFILMED RECORDS TO RELIC
Thanks to the generosity of Michele B. McQuigg, Clerk of the
Circuit Court, RELIC recently received 69 microfilm reels of important
Prince William County government records. We now have film of all
surviving Prince William deeds 1731-1918, wills 1734-1951 (index to
1971), Board of Supervisors minutes 1870-1973 (gap 1962-1968), and World
War II discharge records. We previously had most surviving court
minutes prior to 1870. We now have an index to judgments 1870-1962.
Other Prince William films at RELIC include: marriages 1854-1946,
births and deaths 1853-1896, personal property tax lists 1782-1870, land
tax lists 1782-1892, bonds 1753-1873, District Court minutes 1793-1817,
land causes 1789-1844, plat book 1789-1858, Northern Neck grants
1690-1859.
The Clerk's Office offers an online digital subscription for
the following documents: deeds and plats since 1918, marriage licenses
(index only) since 1986, probate records since 1989, and judgments since
1998 (index from 1988). Go to www.pwcgov.org <http://www.pwcgov.org/> ,
click on Courts, Circuit Court, Clerk, Deeds, Electronic Filing.
Prince William chancery loose papers for the period
1804-1951 have been digitized and indexed on the Library of Virginia's
website: http://www.lva.lib.va.us/whatwehave/local/chancery/index.htm
<http://www.lva.lib.va.us/whatwehave/local/chancery/index.htm> .
RELIC PROGRAMS

Here are our latest offerings. Funding for RELIC programs is provided
by the Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign language
interpretation is available for Prince William Public Library programs
if requested at least three weeks in advance. To be notified of
upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC, visit
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm> and click
on Subscribe to What's New in RELIC. All these programs will take place
at the community room at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue,
Manassas, VA. You may register for any of these programs at
703-792-4540 or relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2@pwcgov.org> .
For
details see http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/relic_programs.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/relic_programs.htm>
December 11, 11 am - RELIC's Genealogical Roundtable.
January 8, 11 am - Share Your Family Photos and Genealogy on the
Internet, presented by Don Wilson.
January 20, 7 pm - Repeat of January 8 program.
February 5, 11 am - Great-Grandfather Comes to Life: a Genealogical Case
Study, presented by Larry LeDoux.
February 24, 7 pm - Defending the Homefront: The Virginia State Guard in
World War II, presented by Ted Ballard.
The Genealogy Doctor is In
Schedule a private, 30-minute visit with RELIC's Don Wilson to discuss
an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped you. Please call
703-792-4540 for a free appointment.
Dec. 18, Jan. 15, Feb. 5 and 19 - 10 am-noon.
Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families?
Need guidance with your genealogical research?
You may contact RELIC staff for help and advice at Ask RELIC
<http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001840001757>
calling us at 703-792-4540.

or by
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From jennifer at laurellibrary.org Tue Dec 9 19:09:55 2008
From: jennifer at laurellibrary.org (Jennifer Daugherty)
Date: Tue Dec 9 19:09:57 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Digital Content Software
Message-ID: <FB1C79AAC2FCDE48BD37A145D927FD3F44A990@laurelmail.laurellibrary.org>
Has anyone had any experience using Luna? It is a digital content management
software. Our library is starting a small digitization project and we are trying to
find affordable software. (We are digitizing historic local yearbooks.) CONTENTdm
would have been preferred, but it is way out of our league-budget wise. I've looked
at some Open Source software such as METS Navigator at Indiana University, but we
would rather stick with something that has tech support. Any recommendations would

be welcome.
Jennifer Daugherty
Director of Reference and Information Services
Laurel County Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From llandis at starklibrary.org Thu Dec 11 09:51:49 2008
From: llandis at starklibrary.org (Lauren Landis)
Date: Thu Dec 11 09:51:55 2008
Subject: [Genealib] On-line Request Forms
Message-ID: <D67A7DB159F2BD489394F763E46BBFEF034B184F76@mail.scdl.local>
We are attempting to redesign our genealogy on-line request form(s) and would like
to know what type of information is requested by other libraries. If any of you
have such forms on your web sites, please send me the links. Thanks so much.
Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis@starklibrary.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Lesley.Daley at kentonlibrary.org Thu Dec 11 09:57:30 2008
From: Lesley.Daley at kentonlibrary.org (Lesley Daley)
Date: Thu Dec 11 09:57:34 2008
Subject: [Genealib] On-line Request Forms
Message-ID: <2008121114573001fa8a8a09@jenny.kenton.lib.ky.us>
Hi Lauren,
Here is the link to our form:
http://www.kentonlibrary.org/aboutus/admin/contactgen.cfm
We also have an photo reproduction form online:
http://www.kentonlibrary.org/genealogy/PhotoForm.pdf
Hope that helps!
On Thursday, December 11, 2008 9:51 AM, Lauren Landis wrote:
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 2008 09:51:49 -0500
From: Lauren Landis
To: "'genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu'"
Subject: [Genealib] On-line Request Forms
We are attempting to redesign our genealogy on-line request form(s) and would like
to know what type of information is requested by other libraries. If any of you
have such forms on your web sites, please send me the links. Thanks so much.

Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis@starklibrary.org
Lesley H. Daley, MSLS
Reference Librarian
Kenton County Public Library
401 Kenton Lands
Erlanger, KY 41018
(859) 962-4000 ext 4114
"Everywhere I go, I'm asked if I think the universities stifle writers. My opinion
is that they don't stifle enough of them. There's many a best seller that could
have been prevented by a good teacher." -- Flannery O'Connor
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081211/4f113998/
attachment.html
From bhill at rbhayes.org Thu Dec 11 10:46:51 2008
From: bhill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Thu Dec 11 10:47:31 2008
Subject: [Genealib] On-line Request Forms
In-Reply-To: <D67A7DB159F2BD489394F763E46BBFEF034B184F76@mail.scdl.local>
Message-ID: <C9014551CB04489F9080A12C1F9D01B5@President.Local>
We have one for the library http://www.rbhayes.org/hayes/policies/research_request.asp
<http://www.rbhayes.org/hayes/policies/research_request.asp>
for our manuscripts http://www.rbhayes.org/hayes/materials/research_request.asp?id=325
<http://www.rbhayes.org/hayes/materials/research_request.asp?id=325&subj=mat
erials> &subj=materials
and photographs
http://www.rbhayes.org/hayes/photographs/photo_inquiry.asp?id=393
<http://www.rbhayes.org/hayes/photographs/photo_inquiry.asp?id=393&subj=phot
ographs> &subj=photographs
Becky Hill
Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420-2796
419-332-2081
ext. 31
419-332-4952 (fax)
bhill@rbhayes.org < mailto:bhill@rbhayes.org <mailto:bhill@rbhayes.org> >
www.rbhayes.org < http://www.rbhayes.org <http://www.rbhayes.org/> >

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Lauren Landis
Sent: Thursday, December 11, 2008 9:52 AM
To: 'genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] On-line Request Forms

We are attempting to redesign our genealogy on-line request form(s) and
would like to know what type of information is requested by other libraries.
If any of you have such forms on your web sites, please send me the links.
Thanks so much.

Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis@starklibrary.org
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: winmail.dat
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 5772 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081211/
b1c59c56/winmail.bin
From archives at uww.edu Thu Dec 11 11:19:40 2008
From: archives at uww.edu (UW-W Archives)
Date: Thu Dec 11 11:19:48 2008
Subject: [Genealib] On-line Request Forms
References: <C9014551CB04489F9080A12C1F9D01B5@President.Local>
Message-ID: <C3A805AD82C67146AC853EB5DBFD923E019B18AA@facmail3.uww.edu>
Here's what we collect from patrons.
http://library.uww.edu/forms/arcform.html
We basicly outline the collections we have, ask for contact information, and group
the types of questions we generally receive into catagories. This includes
information that we keep stats on.
Hope this helps.
Deronica
UW-Whitewater Archives / Area Research Center
800 West Main Street P.O. Box 900 Whitewater, WI 53190-0900
(262) 472-5520
http://library.uww.edu/COLLECTN/archicol.html
Normal Hours: Monday-Friday 9:00 AM-5:00 PM
Exceptions Fall 2008:
Closing at 4:30: Mon. Dec. 22; Tues. Dec. 23;
Closed: Wed. Dec. 24 through Fri. Jan. 2, 2009

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Becky Hill
Sent: Thu 12/11/2008 9:46 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] On-line Request Forms

We have one for the library http://www.rbhayes.org/hayes/policies/research_request.asp
for our manuscripts http://www.rbhayes.org/hayes/materials/research_request.asp?id=325&subj=materials
and photographs
http://www.rbhayes.org/hayes/photographs/photo_inquiry.asp?id=393&subj=photographs
Becky Hill
Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420-2796
419-332-2081
ext. 31
419-332-4952 (fax)
bhill@rbhayes.org <mailto:bhill@rbhayes.org>
www.rbhayes.org <http://www.rbhayes.org <http://www.rbhayes.org/> >

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Lauren Landis
Sent: Thursday, December 11, 2008 9:52 AM
To: 'genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] On-line Request Forms

We are attempting to redesign our genealogy on-line request form(s) and would
like to know what type of information is requested by other libraries. If any of
you have such forms on your web sites, please send me the links. Thanks so much.

Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis@starklibrary.org
From rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us Thu Dec 11 11:42:45 2008
From: rstoffer at marion.lib.in.us (Rhonda Stoffer)

Date: Thu Dec 11 11:43:24 2008
Subject: [Genealib] On-line Request Forms
References: <D67A7DB159F2BD489394F763E46BBFEF034B184F76@mail.scdl.local>
Message-ID: <DD16069409ABBC4C9DFC5CE90135D4707BBB2A@dc01.mpl01.marion.lib.in.us>
You can find our online form here:
http://www.marion.lib.in.us/departments/indianahistory/askih.htm
Rhonda Stoffer
Head of Indiana History and Genealogy Services
Marion Public Library
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Lauren Landis
Sent: Thu 12/11/2008 9:51 AM
To: 'genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] On-line Request Forms
We are attempting to redesign our genealogy on-line request form(s) and would like
to know what type of information is requested by other libraries. If any of you
have such forms on your web sites, please send me the links. Thanks so much.
Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis@starklibrary.org
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 3049 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081211/
f08b1e58/attachment.bin
From daysa at oplin.org Thu Dec 11 13:22:32 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Thu Dec 11 13:26:51 2008
Subject: [Genealib] On-line Request Forms
References: <D67A7DB159F2BD489394F763E46BBFEF034B184F76@mail.scdl.local>
Message-ID: <004901c95bbd$6f2c71a0$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
Lauren
Below are two links we use. The first one shows you the link to pay online on our
site. We just established online bill pay a few months ago:
http://www.steubenville.lib.oh.us/Services/Billpay.asp
The link below gives an index of our genealogy resources and then anyone can
contact me by email. Most times people seem to contact our library director's email
instead but they do have the option to contact me directly.
http://www.steubenville.lib.oh.us/Services/History/index.asp

Hope this helps you.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Library
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
From: Lauren Landis
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thursday, December 11, 2008 9:51 AM
Subject: [Genealib] On-line Request Forms
We are attempting to redesign our genealogy on-line request form(s) and would
like to know what type of information is requested by other libraries. If any of
you have such forms on your web sites, please send me the links. Thanks so much.

Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis@starklibrary.org

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081211/6e29d6e9/
attachment.html
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Thu Dec 11 13:27:11 2008
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Thu Dec 11 13:27:14 2008
Subject: [Genealib] =?windows-1252?q?National_Archives_New_York_To_Open_R?=
=?windows-1252?q?ecords_of_the_State_Districts_of_New_Jersey_and_N?=
=?windows-1252?q?ew_York=2C_Provost_Marshal_General=92s_Bureau_=28?=
=?windows-1252?q?Civil_War=29=2C_1863-1866?=
Message-ID: <11ABE03FA5464264846714ED8E0E622E@DELL>
http://www.archives.gov/northeast/press/2008/civil-war-records-notice.html
"WHAT:
The Northeast Region's New York City office announces the receipt of over 1,400
volumes of
Civil War records previously held in Washington, DC. These volumes document
arrested
deserters, men enrolled for the draft, enlisted volunteers, and compiled statistics

on the
physical condition of recruits and military casualties for New York and New
Jersey."
Joy
Joy Rich
Member, Association of Professional Genealogists
http://www.apgen.org
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Thu Dec 11 15:50:43 2008
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Thu Dec 11 15:50:50 2008
Subject: [Genealib] On-line Request Forms
In-Reply-To: <20081211170016.821C32C81C3@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20081211170016.821C32C81C3@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D014ED4EE@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Here's the one from our library.
Note that it says "brief answers", sometimes we have to remind them of
that. The service itself is free. If copies are involved we mention
whatever the cost may be as there are various fees for services.
http://www2.libraryweb.org/orgMain.asp?formid=20
It goes to a central sorting area and genealogy and local history
questions are forwarded by a human staffer to the separate reference
depts.
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Thu Dec 11 16:15:05 2008
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Thu Dec 11 16:15:09 2008
Subject: [Genealib] advice on a talk
In-Reply-To: <20081210170018.1DB642C81CD@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20081210170018.1DB642C81CD@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D014ED4F1@rplexch1.rpl.org>
I have been asked to give a half day workshop on Genealogy, for the NY
Archives Conference. This is a professional conference with archivists
from all levels, historians, librarians, and some interested public as
well. There are a lot of public historians and historical associations
that deal a great deal with genealogy, and I have some ideas for what to
show them, and various ways - online, sample pages, PowerPoint's, etc,
but I would rilly welcome other suggestions and input. This would not be
till next June, so I have a while to work on it.
Thanks!
From dhouston at tsl.state.tx.us Thu Dec 11 17:36:15 2008
From: dhouston at tsl.state.tx.us (Diana Houston)
Date: Thu Dec 11 17:36:19 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Texas State Library and Archives Commission's public
service areas closed December 22-26 and January 1
Message-ID:
<74F440BE5406B44DA9FA6DB492320152212360@Exchange01.win2k.tsl.state.tx.us>
The Texas State Library and Archives Commission (TSLAC) will close the Lorenzo de
Zavala State Archives and Library Building from December 22 - 26, to allow
contractors who are in the process of renovating the 47-year old building, to

switch over to a new heating, ventilating and air conditioning system. We will also
be closed on January 1, 2009.
To read more about our renovation, please visit our Web pages at:
http://www.tsl.state.tx.us
http://www.tsl.state.tx.us/renovation/index.html
While most of the library materials are in storage throughout the renovation, I
want to take this opportunity to remind everyone that official state government
records remain accessible, although researchers should expect longer turnarounds as
items may be off-site. Please call 512-463-5455 in advance of any visit to the get
the latest news about the renovation and how it might impact your research.
We are committed to providing the same high level of reference service as before,
but it may take a bit longer. We have sincerely appreciated your patience--and many
kind words--during this challenging period.
Diana Houston
Assistant Director, Information Services
Archives and Information Services Division
Texas State Library and Archives Commission
dhouston@tsl.state.tx.us
512-463-5426
From ASteele at oakville.ca Thu Dec 11 18:03:11 2008
From: ASteele at oakville.ca (ASteele@oakville.ca)
Date: Thu Dec 11 18:03:09 2008
Subject: [Genealib] AUTO: Andra Steele is out of the office. (returning
12/13/2008)
Message-ID: <OF18C71B3C.AFAAD9E4-ON8525751C.007EA258-8525751C.007EA258@oakville.ca>
I am out of the office until 12/13/2008.
If you require immediate assistance, please contact the Central Adult
Information Desk at (905) 815-2044 or at oplreference@oakville.ca.
I will respond to my e-mail messages upon my return.
Andra

Note: This is an automated response to your message "[Genealib] Texas
State Library and Archives Commission's public service areas closed
December 22-26 and January 1" sent on 12/11/2008 5:36:15 PM.
This is the only notification you will receive while this person is away.
From SUBVETPAUL at aol.com Thu Dec 11 18:31:49 2008
From: SUBVETPAUL at aol.com (SUBVETPAUL@aol.com)
Date: Thu Dec 11 18:31:54 2008
Subject: [Genealib] advice on a talk
Message-ID: <d08.47a9171e.3672fce5@aol.com>
In a message dated 12/11/2008 3:15:27 PM Central Standard Time,

Larry.Naukam@libraryweb.org writes:
I have been asked to give a half day workshop on Genealogy, for the NY
Archives Conference. This is a professional conference with archivists
from all levels, historians, librarians, and some interested public as
well.
An example of what one person can do to record the Military History, Basic
Genealogy of a specific World War II group of men who perished.
The Basic genealogy of 3,600 US Submarine Men Lost During WWII has been
recorded and self published by myself. Edition Four of a two volume tome is
scheduled for release in early 2009.
It started as a supplement to the various monuments which depict names,
rates, ranks and little else.
Now, for the first time, a detailed reference work is available which records
a brief biography of each man. Family and basic genealogy data as well as
military details has been extracted from a variety of sources which resulted in
the Edition Three and prior publications.
Since the WWII records were made available on Nov 1, 2008, much missing data
has been extracted, daily, from the National Archives enormous resources.
Good luck on your upcoming talk.
If you would like more info about this sort of research and the process of
"Self Publishing," please contact me.
Paul W. Wittmer
_subvetpaul@aol.com_ (mailto:subvetpaul@aol.com)
**************Make your life easier with all your friends, email, and
favorite sites in one place. Try it now.
(http://www.aol.com/?optin=new-dp&icid=aolcom40vanity&ncid=emlcntaolcom00000010)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081211/
a947c4eb/attachment.html
From l.feil at sjcpl.org Fri Dec 12 09:44:54 2008
From: l.feil at sjcpl.org (Libby Feil)
Date: Fri Dec 12 09:44:58 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: On-line request forms
In-Reply-To: <20081211170016.821C32C81C3@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20081211170016.821C32C81C3@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <a06200701c56822e81fc9@[10.0.37.30]>
Hi, all-On our website, http://www.sjcpl.org/localhistory , we have a
page dedicated to our look-up policy
(http://www.libraryforlife.org/aboutsjcpl/departments/localhistory/query/
query.html)
and a link to our request form
(http://www.libraryforlife.org/aboutsjcpl/departments/localhistory/query/images/
queryform.pdf).
It's a PDF rather than a true online form.
Best wishes,
Libby Feil

>Date: Thu, 11 Dec 2008 09:51:49 -0500
>From: Lauren Landis <llandis@starklibrary.org>
>Subject: [Genealib] On-line Request Forms
>
>We are attempting to redesign our genealogy on-line request form(s)
>and would like to know what type of information is requested by
>other libraries. If any of you have such forms on your web sites,
>please send me the links. Thanks so much.
-Elizabeth "Libby" Feil, Librarian
MA, MLS
Manager, Local & Family History Services
St. Joseph County Public Library
304 So. Main Street
South Bend, IN 46601
574-282-4621
l.feil@sjcpl.org
AIM: sjcpllibby
http://www.libraryforlife.org/localhistory/
To subscribe to our monthly Local & Family History
e-newsletter, email me at l.feil@sjcpl.org
Find the help you need at your destination library for St. Joseph
County research!
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Fri Dec 12 10:25:36 2008
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Fri Dec 12 10:25:38 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Remembering Carole Crawford ...
Message-ID: <45c595dc0812120725t5819f470se525eb9640160bf6@mail.gmail.com>
Carole passed away 3 years ago this week. She was a terrific genealogist,
librarian, teacher and friend. I wrote about her on my blog at:
http://blog.genealogybank.com/2008/12/remembering-carole-callard.html
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081212/99d3b706/
attachment.html
From daysa at oplin.org Fri Dec 12 11:24:24 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Dec 12 11:28:43 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Remembering Carole Crawford ...
References: <45c595dc0812120725t5819f470se525eb9640160bf6@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <001c01c95c76$18e24c70$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
Tom
I think its great you sent this out. How many of us think we will be forgotten once
we pass away. At least Carole left her mark with you and others and is being
remembered warmly 3 years after she passed. Nice touch.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH
----- Original Message ----From: Tom Kemp

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Friday, December 12, 2008 10:25 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Remembering Carole Crawford ...
Carole passed away 3 years ago this week. She was a terrific genealogist,
librarian, teacher and friend. I wrote about her on my blog at:
http://blog.genealogybank.com/2008/12/remembering-carole-callard.html
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081212/
b1c9d7cd/attachment.html
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Sun Dec 14 09:13:37 2008
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Sun Dec 14 09:13:41 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Mora Evelyn Boone (1901-2008) world's oldest genealogist
passes away
Message-ID: <45c595dc0812140613i197457adh3e06b0e4b6c8686b@mail.gmail.com>
Mora Evelyn Boone (1901-2008) has passed away.
She was the nation's and probably the world's oldest genealogist.
http://blog.genealogybank.com/2008/12/mora-evelyn-boone-1901-2008-worlds.html
From RRoberts at cslib.org Mon Dec 15 14:03:18 2008
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Mon Dec 15 13:59:15 2008
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians
Message-ID: <494663A6.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
Note these four half day sessions for HeritageQuest training at Bristol
Public Library on Jan. 20th and 21st (snow date Jan. 22nd & 23rd).
Registration will be by email only and on a first come first serve
basis.
HeritageQuest Online Database Training for Genealogists
On January 20th and 21st, Beth Reiten, Senior Training Specialist for
ProQuest will conduct half day training sessions for HeritageQuest
Online. HeritageQuest Online is a unique resource for both genealogical
and historical researchers. In each session, we will cover the modules:
U.S. Census, Books, PERSI, Freedman's Bank, Revolutionary War, and
Serial Set and explore finding and manipulating results. In addition we
will learn how to best print images using Adobe Acrobat and how to
maximize the utility of the notebook feature. We will also work with the
Census Book help, maps and census forms. Participants will take away
experience with genealogical research and supporting handouts to help
refresh their memory after the session.
U.S. Federal Census, 1790-1930: The page images for the entire census,
1790-1930, are included in HeritageQuest Online. Many corresponding name

indexes are also available. These are completely new indexes created by
ProQuest. In addition to the ability to search by name, our census
records can be searched by place of birth, age, ethnicity and other
variables making this the most versatile census searching available
online. Researchers can quickly see all African-Americans or all persons
born in Ireland living in a state or county.
PERSI? - The PERiodical Source Index: A comprehensive subject index
covering more than 6,600 genealogy and local history periodicals written
in English and French (Canada) since 1800. PERSI? provides the
researcher the ability to search on surnames, locations, and
methodologies as well as the ability to browse the journals by title and
keyword. There are more than 2.1 million article citations currently
available, with updates occurring annually.
Freedman's Bank Records: At the close of the Civil War, the Freedman's
Savings & Trust Company was the primary bank for America's freed slaves
and others from 1865-1874. This HeritageQuest collection documents more
than 105,000 bank depositors and over 480,000 of their dependants and
heirs. It is considered one of the most important resources for
African-American genealogical research.
Revolutionary War Pension and Bounty Land Warrant Application Files:
This collection details records of 80,000+ individuals who served in the
Revolutionary War and contains both genealogical and historical
information. Each veteran's file contains six or more pages on each
veteran and normally includes the veteran's former rank, unit, and
period of service, age or date of birth, residence, and
sometimes-genealogical information on other family members.
U.S. Serial Set: This collection offers a glimpseinto the people and
places on whose behalf Congressional action was sought during the period
1789-1969. Consisting of documents and reports prepared for the U.S.
Congress, it includes Private Relief Actions, Memorials, and Petitions.
The subject matter covered by this collection includes: pensions,
military and naval matters, claims of election fraud, public works
projects, immigration and naturalization, land grants, taxation, and
many types of monetary claims made by individuals and businesses.
Select one of the following sessions:
Tuesday, January 20, 2009
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 22nd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Tuesday, January 20, 2009
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 22nd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Wednesday, January 21, 2009
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 23rd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14

Wednesday, January 21, 2009
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 23rd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
REGISTRATION: Please email Kris Abery at kabery@cslib.org or call (860)
704-2206. When registering include the following information: FIRST
NAME, LAST NAME, PHONE NUMBER, EMAIL ADDRESS, SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS
REQUIRED, & THE SESSION YOU WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND.

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --From ASteele at oakville.ca Mon Dec 15 15:03:10 2008
From: ASteele at oakville.ca (ASteele@oakville.ca)
Date: Mon Dec 15 15:03:12 2008
Subject: [Genealib] AUTO: Andra Steele is out of the office. (returning
12/16/2008)
Message-ID: <OF11572E01.2CCAC684-ON85257520.006E278D-85257520.006E278D@oakville.ca>
I am out of the office until 12/16/2008.
If you require immediate assistance, please contact the Central Adult
Information Desk at (905) 815-2044 or at oplreference@oakville.ca.
I will respond to my e-mail messages upon my return.
Andra

Note: This is an automated response to your message "[Genealib]
HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians" sent on 12/15/2008
2:03:18 PM.
This is the only notification you will receive while this person is away.

From Donna at health.ok.gov Mon Dec 15 15:07:45 2008
From: Donna at health.ok.gov (Johnson, Donna)
Date: Mon Dec 15 15:07:49 2008
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians
In-Reply-To: <494663A6.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
Message-ID: <8E8CA10A7F76C441B3D50E9690272A27F8986D@CONRAD.DOH.OK>
Question: Are there ever any online genealogy training on HeritageQuest?
just a novice genealogist, but would like more training.
Thank you, Donna Johnson
donna@health.ok.gov
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Richard
Roberts
Sent: Monday, December 15, 2008 1:03 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians
Note these four half day sessions for HeritageQuest training at Bristol
Public Library on Jan. 20th and 21st (snow date Jan. 22nd & 23rd).
Registration will be by email only and on a first come first serve
basis.
HeritageQuest Online Database Training for Genealogists
On January 20th and 21st, Beth Reiten, Senior Training Specialist for
ProQuest will conduct half day training sessions for HeritageQuest
Online. HeritageQuest Online is a unique resource for both genealogical
and historical researchers. In each session, we will cover the modules:
U.S. Census, Books, PERSI, Freedman's Bank, Revolutionary War, and
Serial Set and explore finding and manipulating results. In addition we
will learn how to best print images using Adobe Acrobat and how to
maximize the utility of the notebook feature. We will also work with the
Census Book help, maps and census forms. Participants will take away
experience with genealogical research and supporting handouts to help
refresh their memory after the session.
U.S. Federal Census, 1790-1930: The page images for the entire census,
1790-1930, are included in HeritageQuest Online. Many corresponding name
indexes are also available. These are completely new indexes created by
ProQuest. In addition to the ability to search by name, our census
records can be searched by place of birth, age, ethnicity and other
variables making this the most versatile census searching available
online. Researchers can quickly see all African-Americans or all persons
born in Ireland living in a state or county.
PERSI? - The PERiodical Source Index: A comprehensive subject index
covering more than 6,600 genealogy and local history periodicals written
in English and French (Canada) since 1800. PERSI? provides the
researcher the ability to search on surnames, locations, and
methodologies as well as the ability to browse the journals by title and
keyword. There are more than 2.1 million article citations currently
available, with updates occurring annually.
Freedman's Bank Records: At the close of the Civil War, the Freedman's
Savings & Trust Company was the primary bank for America's freed slaves

I am

and others from 1865-1874. This HeritageQuest collection documents more
than 105,000 bank depositors and over 480,000 of their dependants and
heirs. It is considered one of the most important resources for
African-American genealogical research.
Revolutionary War Pension and Bounty Land Warrant Application Files:
This collection details records of 80,000+ individuals who served in the
Revolutionary War and contains both genealogical and historical
information. Each veteran's file contains six or more pages on each
veteran and normally includes the veteran's former rank, unit, and
period of service, age or date of birth, residence, and
sometimes-genealogical information on other family members.
U.S. Serial Set: This collection offers a glimpseinto the people and
places on whose behalf Congressional action was sought during the period
1789-1969. Consisting of documents and reports prepared for the U.S.
Congress, it includes Private Relief Actions, Memorials, and Petitions.
The subject matter covered by this collection includes: pensions,
military and naval matters, claims of election fraud, public works
projects, immigration and naturalization, land grants, taxation, and
many types of monetary claims made by individuals and businesses.
Select one of the following sessions:
Tuesday, January 20, 2009
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 22nd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Tuesday, January 20, 2009
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 22nd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Wednesday, January 21, 2009
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 23rd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Wednesday, January 21, 2009
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 23rd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
REGISTRATION: Please email Kris Abery at kabery@cslib.org or call (860)
704-2206. When registering include the following information: FIRST
NAME, LAST NAME, PHONE NUMBER, EMAIL ADDRESS, SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS
REQUIRED, & THE SESSION YOU WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND.

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From daysa at oplin.org Mon Dec 15 15:44:37 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Mon Dec 15 15:49:00 2008
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians
References: <494663A6.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
Message-ID: <001901c95ef5$f22fff00$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
Richard
I also would like to know of any online training. I am planning on teaching
a class on HQ in Spring 2009 and would love any insights that would be
helpful.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH
----- Original Message ----From: "Richard Roberts" <RRoberts@cslib.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, December 15, 2008 2:03 PM
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians
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Note these four half day sessions for HeritageQuest training at Bristol
Public Library on Jan. 20th and 21st (snow date Jan. 22nd & 23rd).
Registration will be by email only and on a first come first serve
basis.
HeritageQuest Online Database Training for Genealogists
On January 20th and 21st, Beth Reiten, Senior Training Specialist for
ProQuest will conduct half day training sessions for HeritageQuest
Online. HeritageQuest Online is a unique resource for both genealogical
and historical researchers. In each session, we will cover the modules:
U.S. Census, Books, PERSI, Freedman's Bank, Revolutionary War, and
Serial Set and explore finding and manipulating results. In addition we
will learn how to best print images using Adobe Acrobat and how to
maximize the utility of the notebook feature. We will also work with the
Census Book help, maps and census forms. Participants will take away
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experience with genealogical research and supporting handouts to help
refresh their memory after the session.
U.S. Federal Census, 1790-1930: The page images for the entire census,
1790-1930, are included in HeritageQuest Online. Many corresponding name
indexes are also available. These are completely new indexes created by
ProQuest. In addition to the ability to search by name, our census
records can be searched by place of birth, age, ethnicity and other
variables making this the most versatile census searching available
online. Researchers can quickly see all African-Americans or all persons
born in Ireland living in a state or county.
PERSI? - The PERiodical Source Index: A comprehensive subject index
covering more than 6,600 genealogy and local history periodicals written
in English and French (Canada) since 1800. PERSI? provides the
researcher the ability to search on surnames, locations, and
methodologies as well as the ability to browse the journals by title and
keyword. There are more than 2.1 million article citations currently
available, with updates occurring annually.
Freedman's Bank Records: At the close of the Civil War, the Freedman's
Savings & Trust Company was the primary bank for America's freed slaves
and others from 1865-1874. This HeritageQuest collection documents more
than 105,000 bank depositors and over 480,000 of their dependants and
heirs. It is considered one of the most important resources for
African-American genealogical research.
Revolutionary War Pension and Bounty Land Warrant Application Files:
This collection details records of 80,000+ individuals who served in the
Revolutionary War and contains both genealogical and historical
information. Each veteran's file contains six or more pages on each
veteran and normally includes the veteran's former rank, unit, and
period of service, age or date of birth, residence, and
sometimes-genealogical information on other family members.
U.S. Serial Set: This collection offers a glimpseinto the people and
places on whose behalf Congressional action was sought during the period
1789-1969. Consisting of documents and reports prepared for the U.S.
Congress, it includes Private Relief Actions, Memorials, and Petitions.
The subject matter covered by this collection includes: pensions,
military and naval matters, claims of election fraud, public works
projects, immigration and naturalization, land grants, taxation, and
many types of monetary claims made by individuals and businesses.
Select one of the following sessions:
Tuesday, January 20, 2009
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 22nd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Tuesday, January 20, 2009
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 22nd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Wednesday, January 21, 2009
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10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 23rd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Wednesday, January 21, 2009
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 23rd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
REGISTRATION: Please email Kris Abery at kabery@cslib.org or call (860)
704-2206. When registering include the following information: FIRST
NAME, LAST NAME, PHONE NUMBER, EMAIL ADDRESS, SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS
REQUIRED, & THE SESSION YOU WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND.

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From lkoch at alleganlibrary.org Tue Dec 16 09:20:21 2008
From: lkoch at alleganlibrary.org (Linda Koch)
Date: Tue Dec 16 09:20:14 2008
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians
References: <494663A6.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
<001901c95ef5$f22fff00$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
Message-ID: <27D9138D6DFE4D63B4C46AF72200DBC1@lindas>
There is a wonderful PowerPoint presentation by Edwina A. Morgan, Special
Collections Librarian, The Library of Michigan, similar to one I have been
doing for a couple of years as part of my "Internet Genealogy" classes for
librarians. I have presented to two Michigan Library cooperatives, am
scheduled for others this summer, and my slides are similar to this
PowerPoint, but with different examples. This is a useful format for
presenting HQ.

I was surprised at how many Michigan librarians had never used Heritage
Quest. If I had to pick either Ancestry or HQ, Ancestry's larger databases
would win hands down, but HQ offers some unique resources and has all the
census years. Granted, the lack of an index for 1930 and some other census
years is a drawback, but many times Ancestry or HQ will have different
quality images or different transcriptions of the same entries. The Native
American translations of names in both are often wrong, and a few times one
or the other has omitted an entry, especially when a household is continued
on the next census page. I use both and search both to cross-check names
when compiling a surname record, and I sometimes have found "lost" people
for patrons who had searched Ancestry but not HQ.
In the books section of HQ, photos of buildings and detailed scenes are
often darkened to a point of being useless when compared to the photos in
the original book, but many of the books are difficult to find in most
collections and offer search capabilities.
The HQ presentation done at a workshop in 2008 at the Library of Michigan is
"At home with Heritage Quest 2008 "
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/hal/lm_heritage_presentation0308_229823_7.pdf
I hope that this is helpful. Edwina Morgan has done a commendable job of
hitting the main points.
Sincerely,
Linda Koch
Reference & Adult Services Librarian
The Allegan Public Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625
FAX 269-673-8661
open M-Th 10-9; F & Sa 9-5:30
www.alleganlibrary.org
----- Original Message ----From: "Sandy Day" <daysa@oplin.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, December, 2008 3:44 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians
> Richard
> I also would like to know of any online training. I am planning on
> teaching
> a class on HQ in Spring 2009 and would love any insights that would be
> helpful.
> Sandy Day
> Genealogy Librarian
> Schiappa Library
> Steubenville OH
>
>
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Richard Roberts" <RRoberts@cslib.org>
> To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
> Sent: Monday, December 15, 2008 2:03 PM
> Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians
>
>
>> Note these four half day sessions for HeritageQuest training at Bristol
>> Public Library on Jan. 20th and 21st (snow date Jan. 22nd & 23rd).
>> Registration will be by email only and on a first come first serve
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basis.
HeritageQuest Online Database Training for Genealogists
On January 20th and 21st, Beth Reiten, Senior Training Specialist for
ProQuest will conduct half day training sessions for HeritageQuest
Online. HeritageQuest Online is a unique resource for both genealogical
and historical researchers. In each session, we will cover the modules:
U.S. Census, Books, PERSI, Freedman's Bank, Revolutionary War, and
Serial Set and explore finding and manipulating results. In addition we
will learn how to best print images using Adobe Acrobat and how to
maximize the utility of the notebook feature. We will also work with the
Census Book help, maps and census forms. Participants will take away
experience with genealogical research and supporting handouts to help
refresh their memory after the session.
U.S. Federal Census, 1790-1930: The page images for the entire census,
1790-1930, are included in HeritageQuest Online. Many corresponding name
indexes are also available. These are completely new indexes created by
ProQuest. In addition to the ability to search by name, our census
records can be searched by place of birth, age, ethnicity and other
variables making this the most versatile census searching available
online. Researchers can quickly see all African-Americans or all persons
born in Ireland living in a state or county.
PERSI? - The PERiodical Source Index: A comprehensive subject index
covering more than 6,600 genealogy and local history periodicals written
in English and French (Canada) since 1800. PERSI? provides the
researcher the ability to search on surnames, locations, and
methodologies as well as the ability to browse the journals by title and
keyword. There are more than 2.1 million article citations currently
available, with updates occurring annually.
Freedman's Bank Records: At the close of the Civil War, the Freedman's
Savings & Trust Company was the primary bank for America's freed slaves
and others from 1865-1874. This HeritageQuest collection documents more
than 105,000 bank depositors and over 480,000 of their dependants and
heirs. It is considered one of the most important resources for
African-American genealogical research.
Revolutionary War Pension and Bounty Land Warrant Application Files:
This collection details records of 80,000+ individuals who served in the
Revolutionary War and contains both genealogical and historical
information. Each veteran's file contains six or more pages on each
veteran and normally includes the veteran's former rank, unit, and
period of service, age or date of birth, residence, and
sometimes-genealogical information on other family members.
U.S. Serial Set: This collection offers a glimpseinto the people and
places on whose behalf Congressional action was sought during the period
1789-1969. Consisting of documents and reports prepared for the U.S.
Congress, it includes Private Relief Actions, Memorials, and Petitions.
The subject matter covered by this collection includes: pensions,
military and naval matters, claims of election fraud, public works
projects, immigration and naturalization, land grants, taxation, and
many types of monetary claims made by individuals and businesses.
Select one of the following sessions:
Tuesday, January 20, 2009

>> 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
>> (snow date: Jan. 22nd)
>> Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
>> Fee: Free
Limit: 14
>>
>> Tuesday, January 20, 2009
>> 1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
>> (snow date: Jan. 22nd)
>> Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
>> Fee: Free
Limit: 14
>>
>> Wednesday, January 21, 2009
>> 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
>> (snow date: Jan. 23rd)
>> Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
>> Fee: Free
Limit: 14
>>
>> Wednesday, January 21, 2009
>> 1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
>> (snow date: Jan. 23rd)
>> Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
>> Fee: Free
Limit: 14
>>
>> REGISTRATION: Please email Kris Abery at kabery@cslib.org or call (860)
>> 704-2206. When registering include the following information: FIRST
>> NAME, LAST NAME, PHONE NUMBER, EMAIL ADDRESS, SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS
>> REQUIRED, & THE SESSION YOU WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> Richard C. Roberts
>> Unit Head, History & Genealogy
>> Connecticut State Library
>> 231 Capitol Ave.
>> Hartford, CT 06106-1537
>> (860) 757-6580
>> FAX (860) 757-6677
>> http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
>>
>> --- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall -->>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Tue Dec 16 09:35:09 2008
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Tue Dec 16 09:43:40 2008
Subject: [Genealib] HQ Training
In-Reply-To: <27D9138D6DFE4D63B4C46AF72200DBC1@lindas>
References: <494663A6.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
<001901c95ef5$f22fff00$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
<27D9138D6DFE4D63B4C46AF72200DBC1@lindas>
Message-ID: <000901c95f8b$821b4d50$8651e7f0$@lib.mi.us>
If you want a workshop, be sure to contact ProQuest to inquire about holding one.
Our library co-op held three in different parts of our co-op. A trainer from
ProQuest came to do each of them at no charge to our co-op for the class.
Phyllis Rickard
A-V / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
517-263-1011

From RRoberts at cslib.org Tue Dec 16 10:13:53 2008
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Tue Dec 16 10:09:48 2008
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy
librarians
In-Reply-To: <8E8CA10A7F76C441B3D50E9690272A27F8986D@CONRAD.DOH.OK>
References: <494663A6.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
<8E8CA10A7F76C441B3D50E9690272A27F8986D@CONRAD.DOH.OK>
Message-ID: <49477F61.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
For ProQuest HeritageQuest the following resources are available:
HeritageQuest Online
http://il.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/heritagequest.shtml
ProQuest Training Calendar
http://inter.viewcentral.com/events/cust/calendar.aspx?
cid=proquest&pid=1&p_event_category3=main
(it looks like there is a Heritage Quest webinar on 1/6/09)
HeritageQuest Online Product Overview
http://il.proquest.com/assets/downloads/products/hqo_product_overview.pdf

HeritageQuest Online Search Guide
http://il.proquest.com/assets/downloads/products/hqo_search_guide.pdf
HeritageQuest Online Sample Searches
http://il.proquest.com/assets/downloads/products/hqo_sample_searches.pdf
If the library wants to contact the trainer presenting the Connecticut
workshops, her contact information is:
Beth A. Reiten, MLIS
Customer Education & Training Specialist, Atlantic Region
ProQuest
7200 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 601
Bethesda, MD 20814
Office: 301-941-2509
Mobile: 240-676-6102
beth.reiten@proquest.com

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
>>> "Johnson, Donna" <Donna@health.ok.gov> 12/15/2008 3:07 PM >>>
Question: Are there ever any online genealogy training on
HeritageQuest? I am just a novice genealogist, but would like more
training.
Thank you, Donna Johnson
donna@health.ok.gov
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Richard
Roberts
Sent: Monday, December 15, 2008 1:03 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians
Note these four half day sessions for HeritageQuest training at
Bristol
Public Library on Jan. 20th and 21st (snow date Jan. 22nd & 23rd).
Registration will be by email only and on a first come first serve
basis.
HeritageQuest Online Database Training for Genealogists
On January 20th and 21st, Beth Reiten, Senior Training Specialist for
ProQuest will conduct half day training sessions for HeritageQuest
Online. HeritageQuest Online is a unique resource for both

genealogical
and historical researchers. In each session, we will cover the
modules:
U.S. Census, Books, PERSI, Freedman's Bank, Revolutionary War, and
Serial Set and explore finding and manipulating results. In addition
we
will learn how to best print images using Adobe Acrobat and how to
maximize the utility of the notebook feature. We will also work with
the
Census Book help, maps and census forms. Participants will take away
experience with genealogical research and supporting handouts to help
refresh their memory after the session.
U.S. Federal Census, 1790-1930: The page images for the entire census,
1790-1930, are included in HeritageQuest Online. Many corresponding
name
indexes are also available. These are completely new indexes created
by
ProQuest. In addition to the ability to search by name, our census
records can be searched by place of birth, age, ethnicity and other
variables making this the most versatile census searching available
online. Researchers can quickly see all African-Americans or all
persons
born in Ireland living in a state or county.
PERSI? - The PERiodical Source Index: A comprehensive subject index
covering more than 6,600 genealogy and local history periodicals
written
in English and French (Canada) since 1800. PERSI? provides the
researcher the ability to search on surnames, locations, and
methodologies as well as the ability to browse the journals by title
and
keyword. There are more than 2.1 million article citations currently
available, with updates occurring annually.
Freedman's Bank Records: At the close of the Civil War, the Freedman's
Savings & Trust Company was the primary bank for America's freed
slaves
and others from 1865-1874. This HeritageQuest collection documents
more
than 105,000 bank depositors and over 480,000 of their dependants and
heirs. It is considered one of the most important resources for
African-American genealogical research.
Revolutionary War Pension and Bounty Land Warrant Application Files:
This collection details records of 80,000+ individuals who served in
the
Revolutionary War and contains both genealogical and historical
information. Each veteran's file contains six or more pages on each
veteran and normally includes the veteran's former rank, unit, and
period of service, age or date of birth, residence, and
sometimes-genealogical information on other family members.
U.S. Serial Set: This collection offers a glimpseinto the people and
places on whose behalf Congressional action was sought during the
period
1789-1969. Consisting of documents and reports prepared for the U.S.
Congress, it includes Private Relief Actions, Memorials, and
Petitions.

The subject matter covered by this collection includes: pensions,
military and naval matters, claims of election fraud, public works
projects, immigration and naturalization, land grants, taxation, and
many types of monetary claims made by individuals and businesses.
Select one of the following sessions:
Tuesday, January 20, 2009
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 22nd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Tuesday, January 20, 2009
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 22nd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Wednesday, January 21, 2009
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 23rd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Wednesday, January 21, 2009
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 23rd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
REGISTRATION: Please email Kris Abery at kabery@cslib.org or call
(860)
704-2206. When registering include the following information: FIRST
NAME, LAST NAME, PHONE NUMBER, EMAIL ADDRESS, SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS
REQUIRED, & THE SESSION YOU WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND.

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall ---

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall ----- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --From jbrannan at uwa.edu Tue Dec 16 10:21:08 2008
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce)
Date: Tue Dec 16 10:21:12 2008
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians
In-Reply-To: <27D9138D6DFE4D63B4C46AF72200DBC1@lindas>
References: <494663A6.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
<001901c95ef5$f22fff00$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
<27D9138D6DFE4D63B4C46AF72200DBC1@lindas>
Message-ID: <BA0970D50C2F064A8E0B8A5787D84C07026DD071A7@LEAD.uwa.edu>
I have been doing some of the census transcription for the LDS project, and, if I
have learned anything, it is how extreme the differences in how people read the
pages can be. I never realized how important it is to be sure to check another
transcription if you do not find who you are looking for in one transcription.
Once I realized this, I wrote down the names of several elusive persons using a
combination of possible misspellings if handwriting was careless. I found several
people that way.
Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205.652.3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Linda Koch
Sent: Tuesday, December 16, 2008 8:20 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians
Granted, the lack of an index for 1930 and some other census
years is a drawback, but many times Ancestry or HQ will have different
quality images or different transcriptions of the same entries. The Native
American translations of names in both are often wrong, and a few times one
or the other has omitted an entry, especially when a household is continued
on the next census page. I use both and search both to cross-check names
when compiling a surname record, and I sometimes have found "lost" people
for patrons who had searched Ancestry but not HQ.
From daysa at oplin.org Tue Dec 16 10:18:47 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Tue Dec 16 10:23:12 2008
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians

References: <494663A6.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org><001901c95ef5$f22fff00$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
<27D9138D6DFE4D63B4C46AF72200DBC1@lindas>
Message-ID: <002e01c95f91$98b168f0$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
Linda
Thank you much for sending that link. I was amazed at some of the info I did
not even know was on there. This will give me lots of pointers to use.
All of you interested in HQ or that have access to it should view this site.
Sandy Day
Local Historian/Genealogist
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: "Linda Koch" <lkoch@alleganlibrary.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, December 16, 2008 9:20 AM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians
>
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>
>
>

There is a wonderful PowerPoint presentation by Edwina A. Morgan, Special
Collections Librarian, The Library of Michigan, similar to one I have been
doing for a couple of years as part of my "Internet Genealogy" classes for
librarians. I have presented to two Michigan Library cooperatives, am
scheduled for others this summer, and my slides are similar to this
PowerPoint, but with different examples. This is a useful format for
presenting HQ.
I was surprised at how many Michigan librarians had never used Heritage
Quest. If I had to pick either Ancestry or HQ, Ancestry's larger
databases would win hands down, but HQ offers some unique resources and
has all the census years. Granted, the lack of an index for 1930 and some
other census years is a drawback, but many times Ancestry or HQ will have
different quality images or different transcriptions of the same entries.
The Native American translations of names in both are often wrong, and a
few times one or the other has omitted an entry, especially when a
household is continued on the next census page. I use both and search
both to cross-check names when compiling a surname record, and I sometimes
have found "lost" people for patrons who had searched Ancestry but not HQ.
In the books section of HQ, photos of buildings and detailed scenes are
often darkened to a point of being useless when compared to the photos in
the original book, but many of the books are difficult to find in most
collections and offer search capabilities.
The HQ presentation done at a workshop in 2008 at the Library of Michigan
is
"At home with Heritage Quest 2008 "
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/hal/lm_heritage_presentation0308_229823_7.pdf
I hope that this is helpful. Edwina Morgan has done a commendable job of
hitting the main points.
Sincerely,
Linda Koch
Reference & Adult Services Librarian
The Allegan Public Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625
FAX 269-673-8661

> open M-Th 10-9; F & Sa 9-5:30
> www.alleganlibrary.org
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Sandy Day" <daysa@oplin.org>
> To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Sent: Monday, December, 2008 3:44 PM
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians
>
>
>> Richard
>> I also would like to know of any online training. I am planning on
>> teaching
>> a class on HQ in Spring 2009 and would love any insights that would be
>> helpful.
>> Sandy Day
>> Genealogy Librarian
>> Schiappa Library
>> Steubenville OH
>>
>>
>> ----- Original Message ---->> From: "Richard Roberts" <RRoberts@cslib.org>
>> To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
>> Sent: Monday, December 15, 2008 2:03 PM
>> Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians
>>
>>
>>> Note these four half day sessions for HeritageQuest training at Bristol
>>> Public Library on Jan. 20th and 21st (snow date Jan. 22nd & 23rd).
>>> Registration will be by email only and on a first come first serve
>>> basis.
>>>
>>> HeritageQuest Online Database Training for Genealogists
>>> On January 20th and 21st, Beth Reiten, Senior Training Specialist for
>>> ProQuest will conduct half day training sessions for HeritageQuest
>>> Online. HeritageQuest Online is a unique resource for both genealogical
>>> and historical researchers. In each session, we will cover the modules:
>>> U.S. Census, Books, PERSI, Freedman's Bank, Revolutionary War, and
>>> Serial Set and explore finding and manipulating results. In addition we
>>> will learn how to best print images using Adobe Acrobat and how to
>>> maximize the utility of the notebook feature. We will also work with the
>>> Census Book help, maps and census forms. Participants will take away
>>> experience with genealogical research and supporting handouts to help
>>> refresh their memory after the session.
>>>
>>> U.S. Federal Census, 1790-1930: The page images for the entire census,
>>> 1790-1930, are included in HeritageQuest Online. Many corresponding name
>>> indexes are also available. These are completely new indexes created by
>>> ProQuest. In addition to the ability to search by name, our census
>>> records can be searched by place of birth, age, ethnicity and other
>>> variables making this the most versatile census searching available
>>> online. Researchers can quickly see all African-Americans or all persons
>>> born in Ireland living in a state or county.
>>>
>>> PERSI? - The PERiodical Source Index: A comprehensive subject index
>>> covering more than 6,600 genealogy and local history periodicals written
>>> in English and French (Canada) since 1800. PERSI? provides the
>>> researcher the ability to search on surnames, locations, and
>>> methodologies as well as the ability to browse the journals by title and
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keyword. There are more than 2.1 million article citations currently
available, with updates occurring annually.
Freedman's Bank Records: At the close of the Civil War, the Freedman's
Savings & Trust Company was the primary bank for America's freed slaves
and others from 1865-1874. This HeritageQuest collection documents more
than 105,000 bank depositors and over 480,000 of their dependants and
heirs. It is considered one of the most important resources for
African-American genealogical research.
Revolutionary War Pension and Bounty Land Warrant Application Files:
This collection details records of 80,000+ individuals who served in the
Revolutionary War and contains both genealogical and historical
information. Each veteran's file contains six or more pages on each
veteran and normally includes the veteran's former rank, unit, and
period of service, age or date of birth, residence, and
sometimes-genealogical information on other family members.
U.S. Serial Set: This collection offers a glimpseinto the people and
places on whose behalf Congressional action was sought during the period
1789-1969. Consisting of documents and reports prepared for the U.S.
Congress, it includes Private Relief Actions, Memorials, and Petitions.
The subject matter covered by this collection includes: pensions,
military and naval matters, claims of election fraud, public works
projects, immigration and naturalization, land grants, taxation, and
many types of monetary claims made by individuals and businesses.
Select one of the following sessions:
Tuesday, January 20, 2009
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 22nd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Tuesday, January 20, 2009
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 22nd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Wednesday, January 21, 2009
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 23rd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Wednesday, January 21, 2009
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 23rd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
REGISTRATION: Please email Kris Abery at kabery@cslib.org or call (860)
704-2206. When registering include the following information: FIRST
NAME, LAST NAME, PHONE NUMBER, EMAIL ADDRESS, SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS
REQUIRED, & THE SESSION YOU WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND.
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>>>
>>>
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>>>
>>>
>>> Richard C. Roberts
>>> Unit Head, History & Genealogy
>>> Connecticut State Library
>>> 231 Capitol Ave.
>>> Hartford, CT 06106-1537
>>> (860) 757-6580
>>> FAX (860) 757-6677
>>> http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
>>>
>>> --- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall -->>>
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From luftb at libcoop.net Tue Dec 16 10:46:01 2008
From: luftb at libcoop.net (William Luft)
Date: Tue Dec 16 10:44:15 2008
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogylibrarians
Message-ID:
<E6326304D9143A48A08627DF7BAC9537042CB2EB@slcmail.slcmailbox.libcoop.net>
Do you know who the Proquest representative in Michigan is?
Bill Luft, Head
Reference Division
Macomb County Reference & Research Center

16480 Hall Road
Clinton Twp, MI 48038
luftb@libcoop.net
586-412-5986
-----Original Message----From: Richard Roberts [mailto:RRoberts@cslib.org]
Sent: Tue 12/16/2008 10:13 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc:
Subject: RE: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogylibrarians

For ProQuest HeritageQuest the following resources are available:
HeritageQuest Online
http://il.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/heritagequest.shtml
ProQuest Training Calendar
http://inter.viewcentral.com/events/cust/calendar.aspx?
cid=proquest&pid=1&p_event_category3=main
(it looks like there is a Heritage Quest webinar on 1/6/09)
HeritageQuest Online Product Overview
http://il.proquest.com/assets/downloads/products/hqo_product_overview.pdf
HeritageQuest Online Search Guide
http://il.proquest.com/assets/downloads/products/hqo_search_guide.pdf
HeritageQuest Online Sample Searches
http://il.proquest.com/assets/downloads/products/hqo_sample_searches.pdf
If the library wants to contact the trainer presenting the Connecticut
workshops, her contact information is:
Beth A. Reiten, MLIS
Customer Education & Training Specialist, Atlantic Region
ProQuest
7200 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 601
Bethesda, MD 20814
Office: 301-941-2509
Mobile: 240-676-6102
beth.reiten@proquest.com

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm

>>> "Johnson, Donna" <Donna@health.ok.gov> 12/15/2008 3:07 PM >>>
Question: Are there ever any online genealogy training on
HeritageQuest? I am just a novice genealogist, but would like more
training.
Thank you, Donna Johnson
donna@health.ok.gov
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Richard
Roberts
Sent: Monday, December 15, 2008 1:03 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians
Note these four half day sessions for HeritageQuest training at
Bristol
Public Library on Jan. 20th and 21st (snow date Jan. 22nd & 23rd).
Registration will be by email only and on a first come first serve
basis.
HeritageQuest Online Database Training for Genealogists
On January 20th and 21st, Beth Reiten, Senior Training Specialist for
ProQuest will conduct half day training sessions for HeritageQuest
Online. HeritageQuest Online is a unique resource for both
genealogical
and historical researchers. In each session, we will cover the
modules:
U.S. Census, Books, PERSI, Freedman's Bank, Revolutionary War, and
Serial Set and explore finding and manipulating results. In addition
we
will learn how to best print images using Adobe Acrobat and how to
maximize the utility of the notebook feature. We will also work with
the
Census Book help, maps and census forms. Participants will take away
experience with genealogical research and supporting handouts to help
refresh their memory after the session.
U.S. Federal Census, 1790-1930: The page images for the entire census,
1790-1930, are included in HeritageQuest Online. Many corresponding
name
indexes are also available. These are completely new indexes created
by
ProQuest. In addition to the ability to search by name, our census
records can be searched by place of birth, age, ethnicity and other
variables making this the most versatile census searching available
online. Researchers can quickly see all African-Americans or all
persons
born in Ireland living in a state or county.
PERSI? - The PERiodical Source Index: A comprehensive subject index
covering more than 6,600 genealogy and local history periodicals
written
in English and French (Canada) since 1800. PERSI? provides the
researcher the ability to search on surnames, locations, and
methodologies as well as the ability to browse the journals by title

and
keyword. There are more than 2.1 million article citations currently
available, with updates occurring annually.
Freedman's Bank Records: At the close of the Civil War, the Freedman's
Savings & Trust Company was the primary bank for America's freed
slaves
and others from 1865-1874. This HeritageQuest collection documents
more
than 105,000 bank depositors and over 480,000 of their dependants and
heirs. It is considered one of the most important resources for
African-American genealogical research.
Revolutionary War Pension and Bounty Land Warrant Application Files:
This collection details records of 80,000+ individuals who served in
the
Revolutionary War and contains both genealogical and historical
information. Each veteran's file contains six or more pages on each
veteran and normally includes the veteran's former rank, unit, and
period of service, age or date of birth, residence, and
sometimes-genealogical information on other family members.
U.S. Serial Set: This collection offers a glimpseinto the people and
places on whose behalf Congressional action was sought during the
period
1789-1969. Consisting of documents and reports prepared for the U.S.
Congress, it includes Private Relief Actions, Memorials, and
Petitions.
The subject matter covered by this collection includes: pensions,
military and naval matters, claims of election fraud, public works
projects, immigration and naturalization, land grants, taxation, and
many types of monetary claims made by individuals and businesses.
Select one of the following sessions:
Tuesday, January 20, 2009
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 22nd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Tuesday, January 20, 2009
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 22nd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Wednesday, January 21, 2009
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 23rd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Wednesday, January 21, 2009
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 23rd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14

REGISTRATION: Please email Kris Abery at kabery@cslib.org or call
(860)
704-2206. When registering include the following information: FIRST
NAME, LAST NAME, PHONE NUMBER, EMAIL ADDRESS, SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS
REQUIRED, & THE SESSION YOU WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND.

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
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From ConcannonM at missouri.edu Tue Dec 16 10:49:27 2008
From: ConcannonM at missouri.edu (Concannon, Marie)
Date: Tue Dec 16 10:49:32 2008
Subject: [Genealib] WPA Historical Records Survey
In-Reply-To: <000901c95f8b$821b4d50$8651e7f0$@lib.mi.us>
References: <494663A6.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
<001901c95ef5$f22fff00$8b01a8c0@Ohio><27D9138D6DFE4D63B4C46AF72200DBC1@lindas>
<000901c95f8b$821b4d50$8651e7f0$@lib.mi.us>

Message-ID: <BC46B5490AD8ED4CB8627053E8F6B674056AC5F9@UM-XMAIL02.um.umsystem.edu>
Genealogy Librarians:
Our library has been given a complete (or near complete) set of WPA Historical
Records Survey books - about 88 linear feet - all in exceptional condition.
Originally part of the WPA Federal Writers' Project, the Historical Records Survey
was devoted to inventorying and indexing historically significant record
collections in state, county and local archives, in church archives, and in federal
archives that were housed in states.
The strength of the work is in the amazingly detailed annotations which accompany
each record set listing. Rather than just listing a collection title, for example,
"Town Crier Records, 1764-1810" it tells exactly what information the Town Crier
collected and recorded. With this information the genealogist will know whether or
not to pursue that avenue for genealogical information. The books explain what
information is provided in other strangely-titled local collection sets such as
"Mittimuses" and "Capias Writs." Further, this set of books vastly facilitates
discovery of hard-to-find record sets, including early hospital patient records,
registers of individuals holding insurance policies, etc.
I would like to digitize the complete collection (all states) for placement on the
University of Missouri Digital Library server http://digital.library.umsystem.edu.
I have not seen evidence that this collection has already been digitized with the
intent of making them FREELY available, but as part of the process I must confirm
that the collection (or parts of it) have NOT already been digitized.
Therefore I have come to this list with these requests:
1) Please tell me if you know of digital versions of this set already freely
available on the internet.
2) If you believe that digitization of this set will benefit genealogists, please
send me a note explaining why you believe it will be beneficial. I am still
fighting to get grant money to digitize the set, and I need a few well-worded
testimonials.
My funding sources have only approved digitization of the Missouri
volumes. Since family trees do cross state lines(!), I need to present the
strongest possible argument to convince granting organizations to help us get this
done in its entirety.
3) Tell me if you know of an organization which might wish to partner with us on
this project.
Here are some articles for further reading on the WPA Historical Records Survey:
http://www.ancestry.com/learn/library/article.aspx?article=699
http://www.interment.net/column/records/wpa/wpa_history.htm
Sincerely,
Marie Concannon
Government Documents Regional Coordinator
106-B Ellis Library
University of Missouri
Columbia, MO 65201
Phone (573) 882-0748

From dashworth at ccml.org Tue Dec 16 15:46:44 2008
From: dashworth at ccml.org (Dolores Ashworth)
Date: Tue Dec 16 15:43:12 2008
Subject: [CCSPAM (HC)] - Re: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT
genealogy librarians - Character set not allowed (n/a)
Message-ID: <302C046D2A976447A9B0371FCF53367B053987@nx-01.mainbranch.local>
There was a great article in Family Tree Magazine, June 2006, on using Heritage
Quest. Lots of tips. I have made copies to hand out to patrons who are going to be
using Heritage Quest.
Dolores Ashworth
Cleveland County Memorial Library
104 Howie Drive
Shelby, NC 28150
704-487-9069 ext 237
dashworth@ccml.org
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Linda Koch
Sent: Tue 12/16/2008 9:20 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [CCSPAM (HC)] - Re: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy
librarians - Character set not allowed (n/a)

There is a wonderful PowerPoint presentation by Edwina A. Morgan, Special
Collections Librarian, The Library of Michigan, similar to one I have been
doing for a couple of years as part of my "Internet Genealogy" classes for
librarians. I have presented to two Michigan Library cooperatives, am
scheduled for others this summer, and my slides are similar to this
PowerPoint, but with different examples. This is a useful format for
presenting HQ.
I was surprised at how many Michigan librarians had never used Heritage
Quest. If I had to pick either Ancestry or HQ, Ancestry's larger databases
would win hands down, but HQ offers some unique resources and has all the
census years. Granted, the lack of an index for 1930 and some other census
years is a drawback, but many times Ancestry or HQ will have different
quality images or different transcriptions of the same entries. The Native
American translations of names in both are often wrong, and a few times one
or the other has omitted an entry, especially when a household is continued
on the next census page. I use both and search both to cross-check names
when compiling a surname record, and I sometimes have found "lost" people
for patrons who had searched Ancestry but not HQ.
In the books section of HQ, photos of buildings and detailed scenes are
often darkened to a point of being useless when compared to the photos in
the original book, but many of the books are difficult to find in most
collections and offer search capabilities.
The HQ presentation done at a workshop in 2008 at the Library of Michigan is
"At home with Heritage Quest 2008 "
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/hal/lm_heritage_presentation0308_229823_7.pdf
I hope that this is helpful.
hitting the main points.

Edwina Morgan has done a commendable job of

Sincerely,
Linda Koch
Reference & Adult Services Librarian
The Allegan Public Library
331 Hubbard St.
Allegan, MI 49010
269-673-4625
FAX 269-673-8661
open M-Th 10-9; F & Sa 9-5:30
www.alleganlibrary.org
----- Original Message ----From: "Sandy Day" <daysa@oplin.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, December, 2008 3:44 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians
> Richard
> I also would like to know of any online training. I am planning on
> teaching
> a class on HQ in Spring 2009 and would love any insights that would be
> helpful.
> Sandy Day
> Genealogy Librarian
> Schiappa Library
> Steubenville OH
>
>
> ----- Original Message ----> From: "Richard Roberts" <RRoberts@cslib.org>
> To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
> Sent: Monday, December 15, 2008 2:03 PM
> Subject: [Genealib] HeritageQuest training for CT genealogy librarians
>
>
>> Note these four half day sessions for HeritageQuest training at Bristol
>> Public Library on Jan. 20th and 21st (snow date Jan. 22nd & 23rd).
>> Registration will be by email only and on a first come first serve
>> basis.
>>
>> HeritageQuest Online Database Training for Genealogists
>> On January 20th and 21st, Beth Reiten, Senior Training Specialist for
>> ProQuest will conduct half day training sessions for HeritageQuest
>> Online. HeritageQuest Online is a unique resource for both genealogical
>> and historical researchers. In each session, we will cover the modules:
>> U.S. Census, Books, PERSI, Freedman's Bank, Revolutionary War, and
>> Serial Set and explore finding and manipulating results. In addition we
>> will learn how to best print images using Adobe Acrobat and how to
>> maximize the utility of the notebook feature. We will also work with the
>> Census Book help, maps and census forms. Participants will take away
>> experience with genealogical research and supporting handouts to help
>> refresh their memory after the session.
>>
>> U.S. Federal Census, 1790-1930: The page images for the entire census,
>> 1790-1930, are included in HeritageQuest Online. Many corresponding name
>> indexes are also available. These are completely new indexes created by
>> ProQuest. In addition to the ability to search by name, our census
>> records can be searched by place of birth, age, ethnicity and other
>> variables making this the most versatile census searching available
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online. Researchers can quickly see all African-Americans or all persons
born in Ireland living in a state or county.
PERSI(tm) - The PERiodical Source Index: A comprehensive subject index
covering more than 6,600 genealogy and local history periodicals written
in English and French (Canada) since 1800. PERSI(tm) provides the
researcher the ability to search on surnames, locations, and
methodologies as well as the ability to browse the journals by title and
keyword. There are more than 2.1 million article citations currently
available, with updates occurring annually.
Freedman's Bank Records: At the close of the Civil War, the Freedman's
Savings & Trust Company was the primary bank for America's freed slaves
and others from 1865-1874. This HeritageQuest collection documents more
than 105,000 bank depositors and over 480,000 of their dependants and
heirs. It is considered one of the most important resources for
African-American genealogical research.
Revolutionary War Pension and Bounty Land Warrant Application Files:
This collection details records of 80,000+ individuals who served in the
Revolutionary War and contains both genealogical and historical
information. Each veteran's file contains six or more pages on each
veteran and normally includes the veteran's former rank, unit, and
period of service, age or date of birth, residence, and
sometimes-genealogical information on other family members.
U.S. Serial Set: This collection offers a glimpseinto the people and
places on whose behalf Congressional action was sought during the period
1789-1969. Consisting of documents and reports prepared for the U.S.
Congress, it includes Private Relief Actions, Memorials, and Petitions.
The subject matter covered by this collection includes: pensions,
military and naval matters, claims of election fraud, public works
projects, immigration and naturalization, land grants, taxation, and
many types of monetary claims made by individuals and businesses.
Select one of the following sessions:
Tuesday, January 20, 2009
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 22nd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Tuesday, January 20, 2009
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 22nd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Wednesday, January 21, 2009
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 23rd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab
Fee: Free
Limit: 14
Wednesday, January 21, 2009
1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
(snow date: Jan. 23rd)
Bristol Public Library Computer Lab

>> Fee: Free
Limit: 14
>>
>> REGISTRATION: Please email Kris Abery at kabery@cslib.org or call (860)
>> 704-2206. When registering include the following information: FIRST
>> NAME, LAST NAME, PHONE NUMBER, EMAIL ADDRESS, SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS
>> REQUIRED, & THE SESSION YOU WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> Richard C. Roberts
>> Unit Head, History & Genealogy
>> Connecticut State Library
>> 231 Capitol Ave.
>> Hartford, CT 06106-1537
>> (860) 757-6580
>> FAX (860) 757-6677
>> http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
>>
>> --- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall -->>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From Seslee2 at cs.com Wed Dec 17 09:25:52 2008
From: Seslee2 at cs.com (Seslee2@cs.com)
Date: Wed Dec 17 09:25:56 2008
Subject: [Genealib] On-line Request Forms

Message-ID: <10E78C06.71B36C78.0019F45B@cs.com>
The link to the online request form for the Live Oak Public Libraries in Georgia is
http://www.liveoakpl.org/contact.php.
"Sandy Day" <daysa@oplin.org> wrote:
>Lauren
>
>Below are two links we use. The first one shows you the link to pay online on our
site. We just established online bill pay a few months ago:
>
>http://www.steubenville.lib.oh.us/Services/Billpay.asp
>
>The link below gives an index of our genealogy resources and then anyone can
contact me by email. Most times people seem to contact our library director's email
instead but they do have the option to contact me directly.
>
>http://www.steubenville.lib.oh.us/Services/History/index.asp
>
>Hope this helps you.
>Sandy Day
>Genealogy Library
>Schiappa Library
>Steubenville, OH
>
> ?From: Lauren Landis
> ?To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> ?Sent: Thursday, December 11, 2008 9:51 AM
> ?Subject: [Genealib] On-line Request Forms
>
>
> ?We are attempting to redesign our genealogy on-line request form(s) and would
like to know what type of information is requested by other libraries. ?If any of
you have such forms on your web sites, please send me the links. ?Thanks so much.
>
>
>
> ?Sincerely,
> ?Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
> ?Stark County District Library
> ?715 Market Ave. North
> ?Canton, OH ?44702-1080
> ?Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
> ?Email: llandis@starklibrary.org
>
>
>
>
>----------------------------------------------------------------------------->
>
> ?_______________________________________________
> ?genealib mailing list
> ?genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> ?http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
From EHayes at lclsonline.org Wed Dec 17 16:30:10 2008
From: EHayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)

Date: Wed Dec 17 16:30:34 2008
Subject: [Genealib] New Jersey State Census date for 1895
Message-ID: <49490CF1.8A1A.0028.0@lclsonline.org>
Happy Holidays!
I've been trying to find the official date of the 1895 New Jersey State Census.
If you know, can you tell me or let me know where you found this information?
The date I'm looking for would be the official month and day the census takers had
in mind when asking for itime sensitive information (ages, deaths, births, etc.).
For example, for the 1930 US Federal Census the official date was April 1.
If it matters we are looking at 1895 - Essex County, Newark, 3rd District, 8th
Ward.
Thanks very much for your help,
Elaine Hayes
Elaine Jones Hayes
Assistant Manager - Reference Services,
Special Collections Librarian - Family & Local History
Laramie County Library System
2200 Pioneer Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org
307-773-7232

From pmanzell at bcls.lib.nj.us Thu Dec 18 16:16:31 2008
From: pmanzell at bcls.lib.nj.us (Paula Manzella)
Date: Thu Dec 18 16:16:34 2008
Subject: [Genealib] New Jersey State Census date for 1895
In-Reply-To: <49490CF1.8A1A.0028.0@lclsonline.org>
References: <49490CF1.8A1A.0028.0@lclsonline.org>
Message-ID: <494ABDAF.5000606@bcls.lib.nj.us>
Hi,
I checked our microfilm and there is no single date listed on any of
the tally sheets or enumeration sheets. So you can get at least an
idea, here are the dates the 1895 enumerations were "sworn and
submitted" for a number of towhships.
Of these, Palmyra is the
smallest community and wasn't very rural. Northampton and Manfield were
the largest and contained both villages and rural areas.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Lumberton, submitted 27 June 1895
Mansfield, 1 July 1895
Medford, 24 June 1895
Mount Laurel, 17 June 1895
New Hanover, 17 June 1895
Northampton, 29 June 1895
Palmyra, 21 June 1895
Pemberton, 27 June 1895.

If you need a more concrete date, you might want to contact the New

Jersey State Archives reference staff directly <
http://www.state.nj.us/state/darm/links/reference.html >.
should have access to the legislation regarding the Census.

The staff

And one final note, though Ancestry has digitized the 1895 NJ Census,
they have only included the enumeration sheets which have no dates. The
summary sheets are currenly only on the microfilm.
Hope this helps,
Paula Manzella
Local History & Genealogy
Burlington County Library
Westampton, NJ
< http://www.bcls.lib.nj.us/ >
Elaine Hayes wrote:
> Happy Holidays!
>
> I've been trying to find the official date of the 1895 New Jersey State Census.
>
> If you know, can you tell me or let me know where you found this information?
>
> The date I'm looking for would be the official month and day the census takers
had in mind when asking for itime sensitive information (ages, deaths, births,
etc.). For example, for the 1930 US Federal Census the official date was April 1.
>
> If it matters we are looking at 1895 - Essex County, Newark, 3rd District, 8th
Ward.
>
> Thanks very much for your help,
>
> Elaine Hayes
>
> Elaine Jones Hayes
> Assistant Manager - Reference Services,
> Special Collections Librarian - Family & Local History
> Laramie County Library System
> 2200 Pioneer Avenue
> Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081218/
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From ehayes at lclsonline.org Thu Dec 18 16:49:28 2008
From: ehayes at lclsonline.org (Elaine Hayes)
Date: Thu Dec 18 16:49:44 2008
Subject: [Genealib] New Jersey State Census date for 1895
In-Reply-To: <494ABDAF.5000606@bcls.lib.nj.us>
References: <49490CF1.8A1A.0028.0@lclsonline.org>
<494ABDAF.5000606@bcls.lib.nj.us>
Message-ID: <494A62F6.CA1B.0028.0@lclsonline.org>
Paula,
Thanks very much.
patron.
Elaine Hayes

This information is very helpful.

I will pass it along to my

Elaine Jones Hayes
Assistant Manager - Reference Services,
Special Collections Librarian - Family & Local History
Laramie County Library System
2200 Pioneer Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
ehayes@lclsonline.org
307-773-7232
>>> Paula Manzella <pmanzell@bcls.lib.nj.us> 12/18/2008 2:16 PM >>>
Hi,
I checked our microfilm and there is no single date listed on any of
the tally sheets or enumeration sheets. So you can get at least an
idea, here are the dates the 1895 enumerations were "sworn and
submitted" for a number of towhships.
Of these, Palmyra is the
smallest community and wasn't very rural. Northampton and Manfield were
the largest and contained both villages and rural areas.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Lumberton, submitted 27 June 1895
Mansfield, 1 July 1895
Medford, 24 June 1895
Mount Laurel, 17 June 1895
New Hanover, 17 June 1895
Northampton, 29 June 1895
Palmyra, 21 June 1895
Pemberton, 27 June 1895.

If you need a more concrete date, you might want to contact the New
Jersey State Archives reference staff directly <
http://www.state.nj.us/state/darm/links/reference.html >.
The staff
should have access to the legislation regarding the Census.
And one final note, though Ancestry has digitized the 1895 NJ Census,
they have only included the enumeration sheets which have no dates. The
summary sheets are currenly only on the microfilm.
Hope this helps,
Paula Manzella
Local History & Genealogy
Burlington County Library
Westampton, NJ
< http://www.bcls.lib.nj.us/ >
Elaine Hayes wrote:
> Happy Holidays!
>
> I've been trying to find the official date of the 1895 New Jersey State Census.
>
> If you know, can you tell me or let me know where you found this information?
>
> The date I'm looking for would be the official month and day the census takers
had in mind when asking for itime sensitive information (ages, deaths, births,
etc.). For example, for the 1930 US Federal Census the official date was April 1.
>
> If it matters we are looking at 1895 - Essex County, Newark, 3rd District, 8th
Ward.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Thanks very much for your help,
Elaine Hayes
Elaine Jones Hayes
Assistant Manager - Reference Services,
Special Collections Librarian - Family & Local History
Laramie County Library System
2200 Pioneer Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001

From librarian at schist.org Thu Dec 18 16:22:33 2008
From: librarian at schist.org (Katherine Chansky)
Date: Thu Dec 18 18:23:35 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Talk in Schenectady, NY
Message-ID: <0KC300CSLCQ5QF00@vms173001.mailsrvcs.net>
Researching your Italian-American Family History, a talk on genealogy by
Peter Sisario
Peter Sisario of Scotia, NY will speak at the Schenectady County
Historical Society on the topic of how to conduct research on
Italian-American family history, Saturday, January 10 at 2:00 pm. Mr.
Sisario is a genealogist who has learned a lot of research tricks, skills
and shortcuts by doing his own family research and by volunteering at the
National Archives in Pittsfield, MA. His talk will be held at 32 Washington
Avenue in the historic Stockade District, Schenectady, NY. This program is
free and open to the public. The program starts with refreshments at 1:30
pm; Peter Sisario's talk starts at 2:00 pm.
The Grems-Doolittle Library at the Schenectady County Historical Society
will be open prior to Mr. Sisario's talk for regular hours on Saturday from
10:00 am to 2:00 pm. The Historical Society at 32 Washington Avenue is
wheelchair accessible with off-street parking in front of the library. For
more information contact Katherine Chansky at (518) 374-0263
librarian@schist.org. or visit the website at www.schist.org.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Fri Dec 19 11:02:46 2008
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Fri Dec 19 11:03:56 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Joe Geiger appointed Director of West Virginia Archives
and History
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066902871C43@mail.wvculture.local>
The staff of the West Virginia Archives and History Library is very
pleased to pass on the following press release. The director of
Archives and History is the West Virginia State Archivist and the West
Virginia State Historian.

Joe Geiger of Huntington named director of Archives and History section
for the West Virginia Division of Culture and History
Commissioner Randall Reid-Smith of the West Virginia Division of Culture
and History today announced that he has named Joe Geiger of Huntington
as director of the agency's Archives and History Section, effective Jan.
1, 2009. Geiger will be responsible for administering the state
archives, archives library, historical collections and the database for
the Veterans Memorial.
Since 1998, Geiger has worked for Archives and History, serving as
historian, Webmaster and assistant director. In November, 2007, he was
appointed acting director of the section. For the past 11 years, he also
has served as an adjunct professor in the history department at Marshall
University. Before that, Geiger worked in the finance division for the
City of Huntington.
"I love West Virginia and its people and am passionate about its
history," said Geiger. "I am honored to assume the duties as director of
Archives and History, and blessed to work with an experienced staff that
does exemplary work in collecting, preserving and making accessible the
history of West Virginia and is dedicated to serving the people of the
state."
Reid-Smith said, "I am so pleased that Joe has accepted the position.
For the last 10 years, he has shared his talents and enthusiasm for
history and understands the value of our storied past. His knowledge and
leadership skills are a great asset to the Division."
Geiger received his bachelor's degree in business administration with a
major in marketing and a master's degree in history from Marshall
University. He has published numerous scholarly articles and a book,
Civil War in Cabell County, West Virginia, 1861-1865.
In addition, Geiger is a member of the Commission on Archives and
History for the West Virginia Conference of the United Methodist Church,
the West Virginia Historical Society, and the Mining Your History
Foundation.
For more information, contact Jacqueline Proctor, deputy commissioner
for the Division, at (304) 558-0220.
The West Virginia Division of Culture and History, an agency of the
West Virginia Department of Education and the Arts, brings together the
state's past, present and future through programs and services in the
areas of archives and history, the arts, historic preservation and
museums. Its administrative offices are located at the Cultural Center
in the State Capitol Complex in Charleston, which also houses the state
archives and state museum. The Cultural Center is West Virginia's
official showcase for the arts. The agency also operates a network of
museums and historic sites across the state. For more information about
the Division's programs, visit www.wvculture.org. The Division of
Culture and History is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
Contact:
Jacqueline A. Proctor

Deputy Commissioner/Communications Manager
Phone: 304.558.0220, ext. 120
E-mail: jacqueline.proctor@wvculture.org
For Immediate Release: Dec. 18, 2008
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Fri Dec 19 11:07:03 2008
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Fri Dec 19 11:08:07 2008
Subject: [Genealib] WV Archives closing all day Dec. 24
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066903E43592@mail.wvculture.local>
The West Virginia Archives and History Library, previously scheduled to
be open until 1:00 p.m. on December 24, will now be closed for the
entire day, and will reopen at 9:00 a.m. on December 26, and will
maintain regular hours of 9 to 5 on both Friday, December 26 and
Saturday, December 27. Governor Joe Manchin has declared a full day
holiday for West Virginia state employees. (We have been listing the
1:00 p.m. closing in our events calendar with the proviso to call before
coming, since governors often end up giving the whole day as a holiday.)
We are still scheduled to be open 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. on December 31,
but still advise prospective patrons to call before coming, just in
case.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Fri Dec 19 12:02:12 2008

From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (Anne Burrows)
Date: Fri Dec 19 12:02:17 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Leave 22 December to 30 December 2008
Message-ID: <OFEC2E0607.FF75E276-ONCA257524.005D9606-CA257524.005D9606@LocalDomain>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081220/
bb9c9962/attachment.html
From luftb at libcoop.net Sat Dec 20 03:52:52 2008
From: luftb at libcoop.net (William Luft)
Date: Sat Dec 20 03:51:03 2008
Subject: [Genealib] New Jersey State Census date for 1895
Message-ID:
<E6326304D9143A48A08627DF7BAC9537042CB2EF@slcmail.slcmailbox.libcoop.net>
Paula,
I have ancestors who were living in Jersey City during the period of the 1895
Census. What type of information is included on the 1895 New Jersey State Census?
How may I access it?
Thanks in advance for the information.
Bill Luft, Head
Reference Division
Macomb County Reference & Research Center
(Formerly Macomb County Library)
Clinton Township, MI 48038
luftb@libcoop.net
-----Original Message----From: Paula Manzella [mailto:pmanzell@bcls.lib.nj.us]
Sent: Thu 12/18/2008 4:16 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc:
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New Jersey State Census date for 1895
Hi,
I checked our microfilm and there is no single date listed on any of the
tally sheets or enumeration sheets. So you can get at least an idea, here are the
dates the 1895 enumerations were "sworn and submitted" for a number of towhships.
Of these, Palmyra is the smallest community and wasn't very rural. Northampton and
Manfield were the largest and contained both villages and rural areas.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Lumberton, submitted 27 June 1895
Mansfield, 1 July 1895
Medford, 24 June 1895
Mount Laurel, 17 June 1895
New Hanover, 17 June 1895
Northampton, 29 June 1895
Palmyra, 21 June 1895
Pemberton, 27 June 1895.

If you need a more concrete date, you might want to contact the New Jersey
State Archives reference staff directly <
http://www.state.nj.us/state/darm/links/reference.html >

<http://www.state.nj.us/state/darm/links/reference.html> .
access to the legislation regarding the Census.

The staff should have

And one final note, though Ancestry has digitized the 1895 NJ Census, they
have only included the enumeration sheets which have no dates. The summary sheets
are currenly only on the microfilm.
Hope this helps,
Paula Manzella
Local History & Genealogy
Burlington County Library
Westampton, NJ
< http://www.bcls.lib.nj.us/ > <http://www.bcls.lib.nj.us/>
Elaine Hayes wrote:
Happy Holidays!
I've been trying to find the official date of the 1895 New Jersey State
Census.
If you know, can you tell me or let me know where you found this
information?
The date I'm looking for would be the official month and day the census
takers had in mind when asking for itime sensitive information (ages, deaths,
births, etc.). For example, for the 1930 US Federal Census the official date was
April 1.
If it matters we are looking at 1895 - Essex County, Newark, 3rd
District, 8th Ward.
Thanks very much for your help,
Elaine Hayes
Elaine Jones Hayes
Assistant Manager - Reference Services,
Special Collections Librarian - Family & Local History
Laramie County Library System
2200 Pioneer Avenue
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
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From joyrichny at earthlink.net Sat Dec 20 12:18:03 2008
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Sat Dec 20 12:18:07 2008
Subject: [Genealib] New Jersey State Census date for 1895
References: <20081220170014.A9B922C81F6@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

Message-ID: <5A01443CD99849F387927BE096476771@DELL>
Bill, the questions are listed at
http://www.newhorizonsgenealogicalservices.com/nj-census-questions.htm . That page
also
says where the original records and microfilm are located. See also
http://www.familysearch.org/eng/library/fhlcatalog/supermainframeset.asp?
display=titlefilmnotes&columns=*%2C0%2C0&titleno=296263&disp=State+Census%2C+1895
(or http://tinyurl.com/84yrss ) for the reel numbers of the microfilm available
through
the Mormon Church.
I found these by googling
new jersey state census 1895 questions
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 2008 03:52:52 -0500
From: "William Luft" <luftb@libcoop.net>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] New Jersey State Census date for 1895
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Paula,
I have ancestors who were living in Jersey City during the period of the 1895
Census.
What type of information is included on the 1895 New Jersey State Census? How may
I
access it?
Thanks in advance for the information.
Bill Luft, Head
Reference Division
Macomb County Reference & Research Center
(Formerly Macomb County Library)
Clinton Township, MI 48038
luftb@libcoop.net
From pmanzell at bcls.lib.nj.us Sat Dec 20 12:32:50 2008
From: pmanzell at bcls.lib.nj.us (Paula Manzella)
Date: Sat Dec 20 12:32:53 2008
Subject: [Genealib] New Jersey State Census date for 1895
In-Reply-To:
<E6326304D9143A48A08627DF7BAC9537042CB2EF@slcmail.slcmailbox.libcoop.net>
References:
<E6326304D9143A48A08627DF7BAC9537042CB2EF@slcmail.slcmailbox.libcoop.net>
Message-ID: <f569e2a6cfab58be312fe65608cc4519@bcls.lib.nj.us>
Hi,
According to "State Census Records" by Ann Lainhart, the following were
in the state census:
Name, sex, race, age in categories of under 5, 5-20, 20-60, and over 60,
and native or foreign-born (Irish, German, and other). All counties were

enumerated and copies are available for the entire state.
As far as long-distance access, you can search/view the 1985 enumeration
sheets on Ancestry (whichever version you have access to). It is called
"New Jersey Census, 1895" and seems to be fairly complete as far as
indexing. Most all of the NJ State census are available on microfilm. We
have copies of Burlington and other local counties, but not the counties in
North Jersey. If you want to use actual microfilm (rather than Ancestry),
you should try ILL to see if the NJ State Archives or another library will
lend the actual reels.
Hope this helps and Happy Holidays to all,
Paula Manzella
Local History & Genealogy
Burlington County Library
Westampton, NJ
www.bcls.lib.nj.us/genealogy
On Saturday, December 20th 2008, "William Luft" <luftb@libcoop.net> wrote:
> Paula,
>
> I have ancestors who were living in Jersey City during the period of the
> 1895 Census. What type of information is included on the 1895 New Jersey
> State Census? How may I access it?
>
> Thanks in advance for the information.
>
> Bill Luft, Head
> Reference Division
> Macomb County Reference & Research Center
> (Formerly Macomb County Library)
> Clinton Township, MI 48038
> luftb@libcoop.net
>
From luftb at libcoop.net Sun Dec 21 03:12:11 2008
From: luftb at libcoop.net (William Luft)
Date: Sun Dec 21 03:10:22 2008
Subject: [Genealib] New Jersey State Census date for 1895
Message-ID:
<E6326304D9143A48A08627DF7BAC9537042CB2F1@slcmail.slcmailbox.libcoop.net>
Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: Joy Rich [mailto:joyrichny@earthlink.net]
Sent: Sat 12/20/2008 12:18 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Cc:
Subject: Re: [Genealib] New Jersey State Census date for 1895

Bill, the questions are listed at
http://www.newhorizonsgenealogicalservices.com/nj-census-questions.htm . That
page also
says where the original records and microfilm are located. See also

http://www.familysearch.org/eng/library/fhlcatalog/supermainframeset.asp?
display=titlefilmnotes&columns=*%2C0%2C0&titleno=296263&disp=State+Census%2C+1895
(or http://tinyurl.com/84yrss ) for the reel numbers of the microfilm
available through
the Mormon Church.
I found these by googling
new jersey state census 1895 questions
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 2008 03:52:52 -0500
From: "William Luft" <luftb@libcoop.net>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] New Jersey State Census date for 1895
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Paula,
I have ancestors who were living in Jersey City during the period of the 1895
Census.
What type of information is included on the 1895 New Jersey State Census?
How may I
access it?
Thanks in advance for the information.
Bill Luft, Head
Reference Division
Macomb County Reference & Research Center
(Formerly Macomb County Library)
Clinton Township, MI 48038
luftb@libcoop.net
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From joe at genesearch.com Sun Dec 21 12:39:10 2008
From: joe at genesearch.com (joe)
Date: Sun Dec 21 12:39:19 2008
Subject: [Genealib] State Census Records
In-Reply-To: <20081220170014.E9D442C8202@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20081220170014.E9D442C8202@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <0F00BDD4-7369-4589-A81B-E754244DA2A6@genesearch.com>

This guide may be helpful:
Genealogy Research Guide - State Census Records
http://www.researchguides.net/census/state.htm
It doesn't list every available state census, but it does have links
to some online indexes (including what Ancestry has) and other
information.
Happy searching.
Regards,
Joe
-Online Searchable Death Indexes & Records
http://www.deathindexes.com/
From Laura.Wickstead at roanokeva.gov Mon Dec 22 16:02:03 2008
From: Laura.Wickstead at roanokeva.gov (Laura.Wickstead@roanokeva.gov)
Date: Mon Dec 22 16:02:08 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Laura Wickstead is out of the office.
Message-ID: <OFCDD20391.6081E70C-ON85257527.00738B5485257527.00738B53@roanokeva.gov>
I will be out of the office starting
01/07/2009.

12/22/2008 and will not return until

For assistance please contact Alicia Sell at alicia.sell@roanokeva.gov or
540-853-5868. Thank you.
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Tue Dec 23 07:26:31 2008
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Tue Dec 23 07:26:34 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Hunt is on for phony POW's ...
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0812230426t1174b526u2d6e0d78227b9501@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0812230425x625077fch98799e2ee849a6bb@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0812230426t1174b526u2d6e0d78227b9501@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0812230426p387c2ad3tda93443414c2c3a7@mail.gmail.com>
Today's Chicago Tribune has an interesting article by Steve Mills
about Mary and Chuck Schantag of the P.O.W. Network who say they have
exposed close to 1,900 people who have falsely claimed to be prisoners
of war.
Read the article here:
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/nationworld/chi-stolenhonordec23,0,3910740.story
I wrote about it here:
http://blog.genealogybank.com/2008/12/hunt-is-on-for-phony-pows.html
From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Tue Dec 23 13:10:43 2008
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Tue Dec 23 13:10:48 2008
Subject: [Genealib] books free to good home
In-Reply-To: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D016564CB@rplexch1.rpl.org>
References: <20081126170015.6E3952C8162@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D016564CB@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D014ED561@rplexch1.rpl.org>

Actually, 8 issues of the Utah Genealogical and Historical Magazine, Vol
26, no 3 (July 1935) through Vol 28, no 3, July 1937. [OCLC: 1696906
from WorldCat.
Just let me know, and we will send them out cheapest rate, asking only
for postage, which I can get for you - about 3.00 or so library rate.
From riffelj at bellsouth.net Wed Dec 24 08:25:46 2008
From: riffelj at bellsouth.net (Judy Riffel)
Date: Wed Dec 24 08:25:56 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Internet & genealogy
Message-ID: <79E63254BFDC4E5184CE0868BFD80926@userc1z2hkl8s7>
I'm looking for some statistics or recent articles that rank genealogy as one of
the top uses of the internet. I'm sure I've read this somewhere, but I didn't make
note of it. I'd like to mention it in a paper. Any suggestions?
Thanks so much.
Judy Riffel
Baton Rouge
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081224/7f7b6dea/
attachment.html
From ASteele at oakville.ca Wed Dec 24 09:05:52 2008
From: ASteele at oakville.ca (ASteele@oakville.ca)
Date: Wed Dec 24 09:05:46 2008
Subject: [Genealib] AUTO: Andra Steele is out of the office. (returning
01/02/2009)
Message-ID: <OF5939F649.8FA433CA-ON85257529.004D7147-85257529.004D7147@oakville.ca>
I am out of the office until 01/02/2009.
If you require immediate assistance, please contact the Central Adult
Information Desk at (905) 815-2044 or at oplreference@oakville.ca.
I will respond to my e-mail messages upon my return.
Andra

Note: This is an automated response to your message
genealogy" sent on 12/24/2008 8:25:46 AM.

"[Genealib] Internet &

This is the only notification you will receive while this person is away.
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Sun Dec 28 19:52:19 2008
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Sun Dec 28 19:52:22 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Steve Morse's When did ... ?
Message-ID: <524F5C2EE7D44E51A300DEBC6E30E97B@DELL>
Steve Morse has a new utility that he calls "When did."
questions

It lets you ask general

relating the Jewish calendar to the civil calendar, such as "When did May 15 fall
on a
Wednesday and come between Nisan 15 and Iyyar 15?"
Here are a few things you can do with this utility.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Obtain a list of yahrtzeit dates for a range of years.
Determine when the first day of Chanukah fell on Christmas day.
Determine if Yom Kippur ever occurred on a Saturday.
Determine when Easter fell on the first day of Passover.
Did the income tax due date ever occur on the Sabbath during Passover?
Find the last time Rosh Hashanah came in August.

The utility is in the Calendar section of his home page at
http://www.stevemorse.org .
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
From mkmannix at gmail.com Mon Dec 29 17:17:12 2008
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Mon Dec 29 17:17:15 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Call for Nominations Deadline Extended -- Genealogical
Publishing Company Award
Message-ID: <b63c86520812291417w5fe4ebb6v3c7a00cf7f889ef8@mail.gmail.com>
Call for Nominations Deadline Extended -- Genealogical Publishing Company
Award

The Genealogical Publishing Company Award Committee, History Section,
Reference and User Services Association of the American Library Association
continues to seek nominations for the 2009 award recipient. The award,
established in 1992, consists of $1,500 cash, with a citation, to a
librarian, library, or publisher who has achieved excellence in historical
reference and research librarianship. Sponsored by Genealogical Publishing
Company, a major distributor of genealogical works, this award is intended
as a career achievement award for persons who have made ongoing
contributions to history librarianship over many years and\or who have been
active in the History Section of ALA. Nominees must presently be a member of
the RUSA History Section. The nominations will be evaluated for exceptional
accomplishment in such fields as bibliography, book reviewing, indexing,
professional association leadership, programs, and training. The list of
previous winners can be viewed at
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/awards/genealogicalpublishing/index.cfm
.
To nominate an individual, send a letter following the format below,
detailing the individual's accomplishments and service to the field. The
Committee understands that not all fields may be relevant for all nominees.
Current membership in RUSA and the History Section is required. Nominations
much be received by January 23, 2009. Nominations are to be sent, faxed, or
e-mailed to:
Mary Mannix
C. Burr Artz Public Library

110 E. Patrick Street
Frederick, MD 21701
301-924-2054 (fax)
mkmannix@gmail.com
This format may be cut and pasted or downloaded. Accompanying materials are
welcomed.
Please keep in mind that as well known as the nominee may be,
not everyone on the panel may be familiar with their work. Nominations will
remain active for two years. Individuals nominated this year who do not
receive the award will automatically be reconsidered for the 2010 award.
****
Name of nominee:
Present title:
Present employer:
Contact information:
Past positions:
Service to History Section:
Service to RUSA:
Service to ALA:
Service to allied organizations:
Awards received:
Publications:
Anything else the Committee should know:
Nominator:
Nominator's Contact Information:
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081229/790c161c/
attachment.html
From lizdek at embarqmail.com Mon Dec 29 19:26:28 2008
From: lizdek at embarqmail.com (Liz)
Date: Mon Dec 29 19:26:55 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Call for Nominations Deadline Extended --

GenealogicalPublishing Company Award
In-Reply-To: <b63c86520812291417w5fe4ebb6v3c7a00cf7f889ef8@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <!~!
UENERkVCMDkAAQACAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABgAAAAAAAAAichcKQ96AkGOTaVgQJDBtMKAAAAQAAAAnCbrb+3
gv0O4KaZ302pxVQEAAAAA@embarqmail.com>
Please remove me from all of these emails. I have had a misunderstanding
about all of this; it is what I thought it was.
Thanks.

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mary K. Mannix
Sent: Monday, December 29, 2008 5:17 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Call for Nominations Deadline Extended -GenealogicalPublishing Company Award

Call for Nominations Deadline Extended -- Genealogical Publishing Company
Award

The Genealogical Publishing Company Award Committee, History Section,
Reference and User Services Association of the American Library Association
continues to seek nominations for the 2009 award recipient. The award,
established in 1992, consists of $1,500 cash, with a citation, to a
librarian, library, or publisher who has achieved excellence in historical
reference and research librarianship. Sponsored by Genealogical Publishing
Company, a major distributor of genealogical works, this award is intended
as a career achievement award for persons who have made ongoing
contributions to history librarianship over many years and\or who have been
active in the History Section of ALA. Nominees must presently be a member of
the RUSA History Section. The nominations will be evaluated for exceptional
accomplishment in such fields as bibliography, book reviewing, indexing,
professional association leadership, programs, and training. The list of
previous winners can be viewed at
http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/awards/genealogicalpublishing/index.c
fm.
To nominate an individual, send a letter following the format below,
detailing the individual's accomplishments and service to the field. The
Committee understands that not all fields may be relevant for all nominees.
Current membership in RUSA and the History Section is required. Nominations
much be received by January 23, 2009. Nominations are to be sent, faxed, or
e-mailed to:
Mary Mannix

C. Burr Artz Public Library
110 E. Patrick Street
Frederick, MD 21701
301-924-2054 (fax)
mkmannix@gmail.com
This format may be cut and pasted or downloaded. Accompanying materials are
welcomed.
Please keep in mind that as well known as the nominee may be,
not everyone on the panel may be familiar with their work. Nominations will
remain active for two years. Individuals nominated this year who do not
receive the award will automatically be reconsidered for the 2010 award.
****
Name of nominee:
Present title:
Present employer:
Contact information:
Past positions:
Service to History Section:
Service to RUSA:
Service to ALA:
Service to allied organizations:
Awards received:
Publications:
Anything else the Committee should know:
Nominator:
Nominator's Contact Information:
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20081229/2aad43ed/
attachment.html
From gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org Wed Dec 31 14:35:14 2008

From: gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org (Dusty Gres)
Date: Wed Dec 31 14:35:22 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Payments
Message-ID: <15D5C4ACDF9848ADB034BFC2AE25D594@Director>
We charge a small fee for copying and mailing requests. In the last year we
have had almost every request answered from the mail, where the patron said
"bill me," remain unpaid. We have also had a number of out-of-state checks
used to pay this fee, bounce.
I am curious about other libraries -- Is this a trend elsewhere?
Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
"Common sense and a sense of humor are the same thing, moving at different
speeds.
A sense of humor is just common sense, dancing."
William James

From history at eok.lib.ok.us Wed Dec 31 14:49:21 2008
From: history at eok.lib.ok.us (MPL Genealogy)
Date: Wed Dec 31 14:52:38 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Payments
In-Reply-To: <15D5C4ACDF9848ADB034BFC2AE25D594@Director>
Message-ID: <001401c96b80$fc65b680$5b72a8c0@genealogy>
Dusty,
We require pre-payment by check or money order before we send the copies. We
have not had too much trouble with checks bouncing that I know of.
Jere Harris
Muskogee Public Library
Local History & Genealogy
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, OK 74401
history@eok.lib.ok.us
918-682-6657 ex 257
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Dusty Gres
Sent: Wednesday, December 31, 2008 1:35 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] Payments
We charge a small fee for copying and mailing requests. In the last year we
have had almost every request answered from the mail, where the patron said
"bill me," remain unpaid. We have also had a number of out-of-state checks
used to pay this fee, bounce.

I am curious about other libraries -- Is this a trend elsewhere?
Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
"Common sense and a sense of humor are the same thing, moving at different
speeds.
A sense of humor is just common sense, dancing."
William James

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From demarestd at ecgrl.org Wed Dec 31 16:29:20 2008
From: demarestd at ecgrl.org (Dottie Demarest)
Date: Wed Dec 31 16:25:25 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Payments
In-Reply-To: <15D5C4ACDF9848ADB034BFC2AE25D594@Director>
References: <15D5C4ACDF9848ADB034BFC2AE25D594@Director>
Message-ID: <002701c96b8e$d7a76650$86f632f0$@org>
Dusty, we usually don't send the material until we are paid. We haven't had
a problem yet with bouncing checks - knock wood!
Sincerely,
Dottie Demarest
East Central Georgia Regional Library
demarestd@ecgrl.org
902 Greene Street
Augusta, GA 30901
706 821-2600 Fax 706 821-2629
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Dusty Gres
Sent: Wednesday, December 31, 2008 2:35 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: [Genealib] Payments
We charge a small fee for copying and mailing requests. In the last year we
have had almost every request answered from the mail, where the patron said
"bill me," remain unpaid. We have also had a number of out-of-state checks
used to pay this fee, bounce.
I am curious about other libraries -- Is this a trend elsewhere?
Dusty Gres, Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System

Hdq: Vidalia-Toombs County Library
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
PH: (912) 537-9283
FAX: (912) 537-3735
EMAIL: gresd@ohoopeelibrary.org
WEB: http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
"Common sense and a sense of humor are the same thing, moving at different
speeds.
A sense of humor is just common sense, dancing."
William James

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

